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CHAPTER I

PROBLEM STATEMENT AD RELATED RESEARCH

Statement of the Proble.

The Purose

The purpose of this report is topresent a plan of study

for a course in vocal pedagogy.

SpcIficProblems

AnalysIs of the general problem leads to subordinte

questions, Or sub-problems, whflch %aybe stated as allows:

I. Wait are the actors recorrmen dd by authorities

o n th dmnis~t Tie an' istruob nal lans oi: a

vocal p0;dag-togy course?

2.What are the Atet; an refesrec s recovmetde by

authoriti, L or use in a vocal pedagogy course?

3. Wh.atevocal tsiC iiterature is rocomended by authori-

ti s for use in a vocal pedagogy course?

4. What are the general techniques of singing recommended

by authorities for use in a vocal pedagogy course?

. What are the desirable characteristics recommended

by authorities for a voice teacher?

I1



Definition of Terms

The phrase "plan of study" refers to a series of organized

ideas and suggestions to be employed in teaching a vocal peda-

gogy course. The plan will include important elements concern-

ing th- administrative phase of the course and also the basic

topics to be discussed,

The term "vocal pedagogy" refers to systematized instruc-

tion Involving principles and methods of vocal training.

The terr "authorities" refers to:

a. persons responding to questionnaires sent to colleges

and unIversities over the nation

b. persons contacted through interview who are on the

voice faculty at North Texas State University

c. persons stating opinions through published documents

and books.

Toh te-t "administrative and instructionalplan" <cors

to fact ors conwcarn ing class leve1, enrollment., credit hours,

ttclock" hou, division of class triwe, oquipmet, and teacher

Thtite "texts and reuences" refers to any dcocu<ents,

books, dntionar, , method books, technique books and other

materials related to vocal pedagogy.

The term "vocal music literature" refers to my collections,

anthologies, and song cycles that may be presented for con-

sideration in a vocal pedagogy course.

2
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Th te;r"techniquws" refers to general arcOass involved

in vocal tdyas rollowi

S- qulation and con trol of c0co'rect inhal-

at ion an d Ic>halat on while. sng.iL g

Q. rcVn&ace - intensifyIng tone by vIbration In the

rE0 3nrators;. the south, throat, nose, sinus cavitis
and ch est cavity

rg- controlling the voice throughout its entire

C0m pas 3

a . nterratation - Personal expression and artistic

repr .sottion shown through musical experience.

Tho te: desirablec characterist3< " refers to the 4atrac-

tive &hiit c' whh contribute to making a teacher of voice

effective and successful.

Deliamitat ions

In presenting a plan of study for a course in vocal

pedagogy, this investigation will be limited to g vocal

pedagogy problems and will oit eal- with any individual sin gerts

probIems

Th st~uliy will beLikited to printed or published materials

questionnaires, and interviews and wil2 not include observation

or testing.

There study will not go Into xtansiv4 details of French,
German or ItaLlian language or diction. Phonetics, vocal liter-
ature, jhist o-r styles, acoustics or physiology, are not

elaborated upon. Howev r, wren n c&ssary rate3 facts wiI



00 included concering teeaspects.
211 0 L,- U

The wt ill not iacludo a Icoparison of Vous d

3O1UtOPa v o-a. ped ag logical 1tJb >oOk -3but) .11 nstoa6

iclUI 0< 1rp s Jhfr variu 9s OUrC3 s and Schoos of thoUght.

IohChapter Ill many opposiAg views of techniques of

s ingng will be cited. Howeve, no specific conclusions are

offered for any of the controversies.

Basic Hpothesis

There can and should be a prescribed plan Of study for

a course in vocal pedagogy.

Basic Assumption

Views of authorities iay be collected and these views

will offer egi tLate foundation_ or a vocal pedagogy coUrse,

aed for the StuO
WNOa n W wmma a 110

In many inQsta ses durIng a program of onausic education on

th-t 4alg ris, tar i no solution offered in helping

students dro tly prpare for teaching private or perhaps

class voice lsons. Until th fulfillment of graduation

requiremnts, the student is thoroughly and adequately trained

by competent pedagogues in his divd'ual 23$:assification and

according to his specific neds. However, there i usually no

i structio giv na hi concerning the other voice class iicatiOr

p robLms, 'iteraturs , vocalises and technical training ethods.



Therefove, there is a need for an outlined plan of

study to bo esigned for a vocal p dagogy course. This

Specific ours should help alleviate and clarify any basic

problems for a beginning teacher.

Background of Vocal Study

How did song orginato? Rather than a dogmatic assertion

or ma only assua -mere speculation. An exact date cannot be

assigned but yet one eels certain that song was born with

mia though ature 'tsol (o, p. 2). All of the movements of

nature Contin thir Udividsal -mtnods and sound of music.

It is tever evident and constantly sansJd in God's creation.

Exbefore primeval manlad cortunication with his

neighbor by word, he undoubtedly expressed to others his

various etotIon and pass'ons, including joy, fear, sorrows,

and oir Ing, through the universal language of song. Song

has evolved along with man to a constantly increasing degree

of prfectiov through tho ages. Through singing man expressed

his highest and noblest passion as well as his ost intiate

sorrows and solem p rayes.

Solo s tn has been a primary characteristic all through

Biblical t is. It is 'writt in Ezeki.1 3.3:32, "And o, thou

are Unto them as o very lovely sng o-1 one that hath a p<Is- ;

V0iC0" (3, p9. <8). AIso In 1 Chronices 1: 2 ?, "And Che anah

chief of the Levitos, was for song: h instructed about the

song, because he was skillful" (2, p. $1). In ancient Greece

r.ferenc I5s ad- to vocal, Si C) ix;anyinstarces. "Bot
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Plato and AristotL imply that there was a considerable vocal

art in their> day, i. t., Ifth and fourth centuries B. Co"

(1, p. 25). Piutarch's contemporary quintilian (A. D. 35-95)
emphasized the relation of musical and vocal training to a

sue &ssful oratorical career (1, p. 29). Homer described the

maidens that ministered it the Temple of Delos as having power

to pleas those who listened to them by the sweetness of their

voices and th diversity of their songs" (7, p. 3). Vocal

dUSi was als gvn a plac) of importance it Rome. A11 the

Romans sang, fro the Emperor to tho Christ ians ij thearena

meeting th wild beasts. E;ror Nero tried very diligently

to become a vocalist, depriving himaelf of many pleasures..

Uil the seventeenth century vocal solo music developed

without actual formal training of the singers among the

Egypt Lans and Greeks, The Troubadours and Trouveres of France

and the Minnesingers and Meistersingers of Germany may hav

followed a course of study but their rules for training cannot
be found. They were prevalent during the early middle ages

to the Renaissance.

As early as the fourth century Canons received systematic

instruction to perform musical services in the church. It
600 A. D. Pope Gregory supplied new support to the Schola

Cant orum in Rome and a nine year apprenticeship was established

to master musical preparation. Here was where the actual rise
of Pal s t rinats beaut ful music takes place (6, p. 8),
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Th mirec .de dYaterial from the early church is evidence

of the simplicity of vocal line and the elementary musical

knowledg treqiLred to read it. However, when the descant and

involvement of the more florid polyphonic music was introduced,

one assumes that it was necessary for some type of formal

training although again no direct evidence is available. As

early as the fifteenth century singing was esteemed as part of

the artistic development of a gentleman.

Solo singing began with the birth of the homophonic form

of music. From this period forward many fine vocal soloists

appeared. The exact date of the first professional women

singers is not known, but by the seventeenth century thy

were beginning to claim fame (5, p. 2).

Development of opera in the sixteen hundreds also brought

about a big demand for additional private vocal trainiLg.

During the first half of the e'ghteenth century, vocal art

reachesdits zenith of importance and performance. Operas

were composed for the vocalist. There were usually six prin-

cip& singers; thee m mn and three women. Th 3mn sang alto

and soprano anc someties bass. Normal voices of the Vo1

oere not used extensively during this time but rather the

"castrat'I" were prvalint 'uring this period. At times parts

were Included for the t 2 nor and bass voices but they were

considered subordinate characters.

"Te formative period of Bel Canto could rightfully be

said to begin at the time of Guido dtArezzo (eleventh century),
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the inventor of the solfeggio system" (5, p. 4). The same

syllables that the choir masters of the fourteenth and fif-

teenth centuries used to train their choirs are still in use

today. Instructional traditions and methods were passed

down from generation to generation by mouth and thus formed

the knowledge of the great masters of the early seventeenth

century, the period of Bel Canto. The masters had no way of

knowing mechanical or scientific forms of control of the voice

but rather taught by a "natural" method. A great percentage

of their success depended upon the thorough ear training.

In the choir schools the teacher had charge of the

entire music education of the pupils. They had their lessons

in a group of about six with each one receiving personal atten-

tion while the others observed, thus resulting in benefit of

all the corrections. Sight singing was of utmost importance

and had to be mastered before the course of advanced vocal

technique was attempted. No faulty tone was permitted to go

uncorrected and through this the ear was extremely well devel-

oped. They believed that correct tones were produced if dis-

criminated by a musical ear. The pupil was checked at every

lesson and the teacher knew how he should sound. The result-

ing instruction was designed to fit the need of the pupil.

In the exercises, the vowel A (AH) as in "father" was

the one of most importance and was, therefore, most widely

stressed by these early masters. The first exercises were short,
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melodious, increasing in difficulty each time. They were

impressed with pronouncing distinctly but did not have enun-

ciation exercises as such. Breathing instructions were not

included. During the formation period all classifications

were given the same treatment.

The program lasted between seven and nine years but was

extremely thorough. After the completion the student was

very accomplished and educated, and possessed a tremendous

repertoire.

Some of the more important composers of the inspirational

songs and arias which did so readily lend themselves to the

format ion of beautiful music were Jacopo Pe ri, Claudlo Monte-

verde, Giacoma Carissimi, Marcantonio Cesti and Alessandro

Scarlatti.

Among the first songs written for solo voice with instru-

mental accompaniment were those by Guilio Caccini, "Le nuove

musiche." Caccini was also one of the best teachers of this

period. Others were Virgilio Mazzochi and Giovanni Battista

Bovicelli (5, p. 14)

From about 1790 to 1775 singing was at its highest peak

in the Golden Age of Bel Canto. Many of the methods of the

formative period were retained but changes such as sight

singing turned over to an assistant were instituted. Also

the student must have a good training in the basic fundamen-

tals of 'music and must be able to play an instrument rather

proficiently before beginning the study of voice.
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Some famous teachers of the Bel Canto Period were Pier

Francesco Tosi (1647-1727), Francesco Antonio Pistocchi

(1659-1717), Niccola Antonio Porpora (1686-1766), perhaps

the greatest singing teacher that ever lived (5, p. 23),

Antonio Bernacchi (1690-1756), and Giovanni Battista Mancini

(1716-1800). Almost all of the teachers were accomplished

vocalists as well as teachers and composers.

During the last quarter of the eighteenth century the

methods of the old Italian masters were supplanted by a vocal

method which became known as the scientific method of voice

culture. This transitional period lasted about eighty years.

Plan for this Report

Chapter II of the report discloses findings involving the

mechanics for a course in vocal pedagogy regarding class levels,

enrollment, credit hours, "clock" hours, division of class time,

equipment and teacher requirements. It also includes men-

tion of materials which were reported as valuable for texts

or references in such a course. A brief listing of vocal

music literature is presented. These are items which the

authorities felt were of primary importance for beginning

teachers.

The bulk of the informant ion compiled for Chapter II was

obtained from questionnaires and interviews. In the fall of

1964, a letter of transmittal (see Appendix D) accompanied a

four-page questionnaire (see Appendix E) whiQh was sent to
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colleges and universities over the nation (see Appendices

A and B) listing vocal pedagogy or a similar course in their

current catalogue. More than thirty percent of the question-

naires were completed and returned. In addition, the voice

faculty at North Texas State University (see Appendix C) was

consulted in personal interview. They were approached as

to what ideas they had concerning the items listed on the

previously ment ioned questionnaire. Having been be&inning

teachers at some stage in their careers, they were readily

inclined to stress points which were most troublesome and for

which concrete answers were needed for the new teacher. Equal

emphasis and "weight" must not be placed on the two contributing

groups. Those responding to the questionnaire represent a

return from thirty-two schools who have experienced the pro-

gram in vocal pedagogy. The faculty interviewe&dgives strictly

"opinions" representative of six members of a voice faculty.

None of these six have previously taught a vocal pedagogy

course. The data was also collected from dictionaries, his-

tory books, periodical articles and technique books for this

chapter.

For these individual topics, first, there will be a

presentation of the views of the schools which responded to

the questionnaires. Secondly, the views of the faculty ex-

pressed in personal interview will be found. Following these

opinions, a comparison of the thoughts of the two groups will

be drawn,
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The next section, Chapter III, deals with the general

techniques which the authorities felt should be presented,

along with discussions of each. The questionnaire listed

many topics which pertain to singing in some fashion and,

therefore, could be discussed in a vocal pedagogy course.

The respondents were asked to evaluate their importance by:

A-Primary teaching point, B-Secondary value, and C-Incidental

mention. From the compiled results of this listing the four

broad topics of Breathing, Resonance, Range and Interpreta-

tion were chosen. These general topics included break-

downs covering the remaining ideas suggested. In each dis-

cussion of the basic techniques there appeared a brief

historical reference, particularly pertaining to schools

(Italian, German, French and English) during the "Golden Age

of Bel Canto."

Also included in Chapter III is a discussion of what

qualities the authorities believe are of prime importance

in a desirable voice teacher.

Material for this chapter was collected from quest ion-

naires, interviews, dictionaries, history books, periodical

articles, and technique books.

Chapter IV is a summary of the research report. It also

includes recommendat ions for a course in vocal pedagogy and

gives ideas for further research in the area,
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CHAPTER II

THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

In the endeavor to present content material for a course

in Vocal Pedagogy it is necessary that certain mechanical

aspects be brought forward for consideration. Within the plan

there rust be provision made for adinistrative details which

are unavoidably incurred when a course is offered. There

riust be (1) decision of class levels to be involved, (2)

deterrrinatin as to which students will be required to take

the course oand which students will be allowed to elect th

course, () agreement as to how many credits will. be earned

for thecou, (4) arrgerst of regular class meetings

4ih -et)rmte fttbrr thurs, (A) i al conception of how

the timt will be utilized in l3cture, demonstration and

search, (6) choice of which equipment is mandatory, and (7)

evaluation of vocal literature to which the student should

be exposed. Finally, the desirable characteristics for the

approprIate istructor must le Includod. These facets of the

course which must be cons00dred by tho administration will. be

presnted and discussed in this section.

Threb _ a six tables included in this chapter which give

the attitudes of institutions over the nation. Also included

14
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1n the evidence are opinions expressed by voice faculty mem-

bers at North Texas State University in personal interview

regarding how they felt the course of Vocal Pedagogy should

be presented.

Class Levels Involved

Thare Is some question about where in the curriculum the

Vocal Pedagogy course should be offered. The key questions

were: whether it should be at the beginning of a music stu-

dent's for mal training as basic, functional and rudimental

for further study; whether it should be nearer the end of time

required to obtain a bachelorts degree (Junior or Senior

years); or whether it is more appropriate for the graduate

student. (See Table .)

As ind icated in the table it is evident that only in

a minority of the universities is the Vocal Pedagogy course

offerd to the lower classmen. It is stated that In these

isolated cases the course is presented on this level in order

to expose or acquaint the beginning pupil with the basic

ideas and mechanics of singing. This, in turn, provides an

awareness of the pertinent problems to be explored in the re-

maining yearsOf the formal education.

Such a course seemed appropriate for upper classmen in

a majority of the responses. The coaments indicated that by

this time the student hastbaen exposed to many types of voices

and has had sufficient ear training to detect faults.
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Therefore, tere is resulting awareness of a need for solutions

to t1 ; mser or hiadoquacies evIdent upon hearing.

It was ind 'Iated further that te schools offering the

uours oto those on the graduate lev y (33so only n rthe Stu-

dent Ia-dot had -pevious opportunity to take the course at

a lower lvel. Ineed, LIt was not cause the student only

then possssd sufficient maturi t y r vocal knowledge a::id

psychology to merit capabiUlty of discerning, Interpreting

and dealing with the existing problems.

-h of the faculty personally interviewed was

1ianimous In saying that the course should be t-aught for

Junor, Sen orr and Graduate students. The others agreed on

he Se~nor level with two Including the Juniors and the other

speiifying the Graduate level.

Basically the schools responding by questionnaire and

th. faculty interviewed were in accordance of opinion con-

corning this IssU. The upper class lovel was considered

roj s it&ble for the course by a majority of the responses.

Sttudtts RequAred or Allowed to Enroll

There aie seovral conflicting opinions concerning stu-

dent enrollmLent in the class. The colleges and universities

report those students for whom th course is mandatory and

also those which they feel should > eligible to r-gister

for th0 cou so on their own desies. (See Tabl II,.)

18
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The voice Majors were required to etroll for the course

In a majority of the cases. In one fourth of the cases

voice concEntrations were required to register, Others

TABLE II

HMWT &u ING UWHKC1STUDENTS
TO ENROLL IN A VOCAL PEDAGOGY

AND dHICH 'JTUDE2TS AlL IOCED
TO L THE COURT "

|~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~" "01,i ?NOW ___|| MO.,g . " - 6 I iii l liI M111RO[WN1g iilil ili

Type sof
Stu o-n-t s

Voice
a 0<3

Vo ice
C on c e nt rat ion s*

Both

Ie itotar

NoRsos a

I nstItutiC1sI qu i in

t o Enroll 3 T ot aT.
N.-

12,)1,19,21,26
27, ^P,30, 31,32

2,13

2,,i,14,17
2-0

l8, 22,4 ~

f

6

Inst itut ions
Allow inC

t o ect

2 -o 2 ~1, 2, 1, 3

1,.6, 2i, 2)

C',3, , 6,9,1 ,ll
13, 14, 13,20

3 ,22,24

*tspcrndrg it itutions ident iV Sf dby code numbers.

i

0

6

13

3-INrW
U

-i~<oice Co.ontratIons--uusic eucaion majors with
spocJ-i emphasis in voca'.L training. The student who chooses
the program with a voice concentratet ion" usually enrolls for
two hours credit. Those pursuing voice as a "secondary"
usually enroll for one hour credit ad those who select
voio ,as a "major" enroll for three to four hours credit.

- f

- - FAWAV,
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hihw rr : nt onod as Ptjquitrod to t ake th1,e course are

as 0 11lowS:

lhos o giving "Arificate" recitals
D4--Special stude tU

Vocal podagogy Majors (including asters and Doctoral
leve1S)

B. A. oci e majors
Church 'Ousic, ?{ajors
Educt tion majors with a orit ) voice

Ea ctly ore-half of the sciools rCspoQ ing allowed

the voie conce traiorns to Lect the ourse inVocal Peda-

gogy. Othr situations where the pupil was allowed to olect

the course are listed below:

Spacal students
Student s by consent-
Axiyone interested

Anyone With adequate viepre-parat1.onJ
nIhoral d iretors

Church ausicians
Master's degree candidates in rusic education
Anyone with three years of training
Voice. majors and voice concentrations only
B. A. voice minors and other interestead or qualified

minors
Graduate students with no previous pedagogy
A ny sic student

Twr members oC the aulty said that no stud ot should

be o ccdto take the coarso, three would require voice

011jor:- d voiceconcentratoons, and on professor assert-d

*t shlQ 1 a equiriet ony 'orr ~ t bvoie concentrations.

It ws also :ent ned that h course should be compulsory

,or a church lcn and ameon working on a graduate

Lo rarusic education who has not had the course b2for.
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Th a rll.E- to hrs hch i a ir- U thatth course

shouCL be required vol caajors and vOIe Otnentra tL)

de Car that IA souldnob ;elected by the sae. The

two whiht d it should ot be required felt that t

W IUld 101 J e a f or thqe s tuad nt'Ut o -,h o s ea s anr)e t iv 0-. 0n

pedgoueavowedaprratns as an ol3ct 'Give by thce voice

O95 tCC 2 Wo( antonod who tak Sthe CoUrLe 1w is ow

0oStjP L.iud e:

ArAyone ith sufP;ian coltgiate background in voice
Anyone ih 1 desire to overr each voice
Those in horal music
Instrument alist
Voic student wits a minor in music and concentration

in another field.

here were no dramatic differences in the comparison of

the schools responding and the faculty interviewed in regard

to who should be required to take the course and who should

be at liberty to choose at will.

Credit Hours Earned and "Clo1 k0 " Hoiurs Scheduled

An extremely debatable issue was that of the correct num-

br of hours credit to be earned for a Vocal Pedagogy course.

Other important issues are what the authorites say consti-

tutes a suf:fi ent tia allotment for class periods and how

many seasons It is brokern into per week.

The evidence shows that the greatest percntag of autor-

'tiese o o iig to the questionnaire agr@d upo. two s etao

Io udurs:redt being rC-ived for thv Vocal Poagogy course and
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T>BLE III

7 OF Vt ARIOUS ASPECTS OF CRED HOURS EA
IN A VOCAL PEDAGOGY COUSE PAED NU1LMBER

0? "CLOCK" HOURS MET WEEKLY

Semester Credit
Hour sSche duled OE TWO THLrtE FOUR

1?0

eekly "Clock 0
Hours Met 1 2 1 2 3 11 14 2

Total u.ber of
Institution 3 2 2 12 1 4 1 1 1 2

the course meet ing twic- a week in a one hour session. The

next greatest percentage was divided into the desire for a

one hour credit course meeting one hour per week, a two

hour credit course meeting one hour per weekand a three

hour credit course being held three t times per week in one

hour classes. In only two instances does a university give

four hours credit. This occuratwhen there is a quite exten-

sive survey of nusi literature involved.

.01 but one of the professors interviewed recoramend a

three hour course which would be held three hours weekly in

three, one hour sessions. The other professor poses the sug-

geston o-f a one hour cedit course being offered two emes-

tors In equen ThIs course would eet twice weekly-in one

houlr s-sssions,



Ineajority Vof"thea ses thI-,fautIs Convict ion IS

th at th Voea Pedagogy course should bimore 12ncopassing

that tiE sJools esh cit to be. Thy fet that a greater

amount of material should be ovrod and an add 00allotment

of tive for practical student experiew e. Thus, the course

wojould result in extra credits and extra hours met per week.

Division of Class Time

Another rather complex issue with many opposing views

is that of the most practical allocation of class time for

lectures, demonstrations and research. This distribution

may bN further lassifiod as to who does the lecturing and

deronstrating and the type of research. Also included may

be regular professors, visiting professors, visiting artists,

composers, usicologists or students. (See Table IV.)

The evidence iD Table IV shows that the regular professor

uses the greatest percentage of class time for lecturing.

However, some of the institutions list pupil participation

given up to fifty per cent of the class period. Many stated

the irportanceuOof their active participation rather than

passively listening tcother t s experiences and opinions for

the entire class period.

In all three of the divisions of demonstration listed

the strongest point lies in the conviction that ten per cent

of the time should be spent rospactiv ly in demonstration

by the egular professor, by a visiting instructor, and by



TABLE IV

PERCENTAGES REPORTED BY MUSIC INSTITUTIONS
SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS TIYE INTO

LEICTRE, DE4MONSTRATION AND RESEARCH
IN A VOCAL PEDAGOGY COURSE

Division of Class Time

Allocation of Class Time 0 oCOD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H 0%! -C c oall

H-HHA H AH H H

L ee enc tn un en nse

Lecture
Regular Professor 1 1 3 4 6 2 3 1 1

Demonstration
Regular Professor 9 7 3
Visitor 7 .
Pupil Participation 8 2 3 2

Research
Oral Reports 9 2 3 1
Written Reports 2

presentation from the class members. Also, it is evident

that most of those responding placed some value upon oral

and written reports but -mostly in a small percentage rather

than as one of the largest contributing factors to the suc-

cess of the course.

There were ten respondents who did not divide their

utilization of class time on a percentage basis.

One-half of the teachers approached In personal inter-

view rated "lecture" by the regular professor as taking the

majority of the class time. One teacher pointed out that the

entire amount of the regular pr o> 2or ' contributi on sould
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be spent in oJmostratI.O. In all cases a large percentage

of the class t ie is shown preferable for demonstration, the

greatest part of this determined by pupil partic nation. All

but one of the educators emphasize at least a iited amount

of t ire <for research reports.

Onc agal the orosults of the two major contributig

groUpS appSa primarily in accordanC. The majority in both

cases felt tie iportance of lectures by the regular professor,

an apPrectable amount of tim -given to deoonstration, and at

last a portion of emphasis placed upon some type of research,

Equipment Needed

Th stable to be presented next shows the judgments of

individuals stating what physical equipment is mandatory in

teaching the class. Of course, there are many recently de-

veloed instruments such as the electric glottography by

Prof. iabre in Parts (1957), tomographic procedure by Dr.

Djian (1955), X-ray to study the vocal cords in action, a

vibrato measuring instrument called a harmonic analyzer by

Rudakov and an indicator of timbre with a coefficient of the

carrying capacity of the voice (1, p. ). Such devices as

these are available and desirable if funds are sufficient to

allow purchase. Included in answer to his questionnaire

Aopplean stated,

"Dr. Ralph Applernan is Professor of Vocal Pedagogy at
Indiana Univarsity, Bloomington, Indiana.
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Ths candiate for a degree h in pedagogy should possess
a curiosity and a talent for gadgetry because of th
nurous electror, gE'ar a- 0pAysIcaj gear that 3111
nmple C -at e Xperime att in . It tales maturation and
vocalabl1t to survive aod tainain loMentur in1h
fast tnoving field.

However, the .ost basic items which most any college or

university could afford are those mentioned in this discussion.

Just as the methods of teaching differ so will the necessary

equipment for each pedagogue. (See Table V.)

A majority of the respondents use piano, tape recorder

records, and mirrors as necessary items. Some of the other

items submit ted wre aid s which would complementt the study.

It is -toresting to note that several professors mentioned

the va7u, f dhavig other students available to bltaught by

thClass a eris ard to ba used as example. In thIs cas

the value of personal exparitnce in a "trial and error" nthod

Of Isachig > of prime importance in the learning process

for the student.

It should be noted a tqatuIn the uestionnaire Wonly mirrors,

Aocro o-e, )Q-a recorder, piaio and records were listed. Thora

was a spacefocr add tial destrab e teilds 5tLo be listd.

Th eqtiip nt listed i >th questionnaire was bought

urn ,u oy t tir culty. HoweVer, Intwo instances

It was pointed out that the metronoao was not absolut-ly

necessa A, n additional suggestion submitted was sound

analy zat lon quiprm nt.
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I'UIETTHOUGHT AUABLEFOR 1 7 UR0O'JSE I VOCAL
PTJAGOGY BY THE APPROACHED INSTITUTIONS

N1utber of Istitutions

1 2 3 12 20 21  27 29

P lan o x-0 or c-

* dx

Mn~iror . . . . x . . 9

3tr om . . . X . ,
hat s fA toy. . xCht~e saf laotouv

zelorenje :B0oks . . x * . *

Slides air 7 ilas . . x .
Students to Pract ie

TeacL * x .
Blackboard
08(" llosco-pa x0 0

Proj-et or x
Visual a1ids X

In ho t LOta es the faruty d6 not appar eag Lo

enply as <r XQy varied aterials as the schools rported

u sig. Thae favlt'y fot ta the piano was the instrument

_ f aj1 ilp0rtacfato eu z-d i nU class deosKcatio Iad

ietradi h te iswr ot redlya ALOb

t he c course ould be taught very successfully without them.

Characteristics of A Desirable Teacher

it is the quality of the teacher that counts far
more than everything else put together. There may be
a large and perfectly equipped music room; . . . full
credit for the work, and a large class of pupils; but
if there is not a thoroughly trained and highly inspired
teacher these things will avail nothing (3, P. 97).
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Tha que-J tiwa as pr imarily d vided int o t1 e aras'

of perf ormance, ability, professional position, educ national

status, and as to what the major emphasis of the teacher

should be (See Table VI. )

In the first category of "Performance Ability," although

most of those expressing their usual practices report that

performance at one t im during the teachers career Is an

mport at factor, there are several who felt it is not im-

portant as to the success of th ind ividual's perf orming

ability but rather is significant only in relationship with

his ability to teach. The reasoning that uost gave to just ify

the desire for performer is that in order to get the thoughts

across to others one must have experienced the feelings him-

self. Also mentioned as desirable qualities was an all-around

knowledge pertaining to the subject, experience as a teacn r,

and experience of some science study.

In regard to the professional positions most of those

che k 1ig the f irs t item stat ed that the chairman of the de-

partment should be usod only if he is a private teacher him-

self. It was pointed out that the tutors or fellows graduatee

assistants) are still In a basic learning process themselves

and are not informed and experienced enough at this stage to

teach others "how to teach." The other responses mentioned

that the best qualified faculty member on the staff at that

part icuLar t 0ie should be the one to instruct the cass.

Howe r, no stipula ions wr Pinclud d as to what charact eris Io
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TABLE VI

EMPHASIS SHOWN BY INSTITUTIONS DEPICTING
CHAA CTERISTICS1WH1CH SEEM IMPERATIVE

ORD 4SIRABLLFOR A TEACHER OF
VOCAL PEDAGOGY

Teacher CJractorls tea Tstut ons Total
r ormance a L rty2
Experienced or act ive performer 2,3,4,8,16,17,20

25,26,30 10
Performer and/or artist teacher 1,5,6,7,9,12,14

29,31 9
Combination of these two 10,23,27,32 4
Not an Imoortant factor 13,15,21,28
Other qgalif icat ions 11
No response 18,19,22,24 4

11-,M II T ot al__.12
ro-- esonSoa~ O~t ~ ~~on:
Charmaa. of the voice depart.ant

and major voice professor 6,23,28,30,31,32 6
Major voice professor 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,

10,12,13,14,15,
16,17, 20, 21, 25
27,29 20

Other responses 11,26 2
1o response 18,19,22,24 4

Tot al rI

Necessary mnmm-ahlrs 26
1ast'era 4,,9,14,13,16

17,21,2, 1,1,32 I2
D o t o rat(-N ,10,23

ENot an imp ort aut f act or 1, 6,11,. 12,13,1 2 0,
27,29 3

N1 2? ponse 2, ,718119122,
2t,257,

TCot al~2
major Emphas s

Private teacher,9,12,13,21

Privateteacher and choral 1,2,5, 7 1014,
director 1 ,16,17,20,27,

28 29 o2 15
No response 6, 1, 1 19,222 6

Totalz
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produced the "best qualified faculty member."

Most of those specifying degrees made ment ion of the

desire for a Master's degree. However, several indicated

that it is not the degre which is Jiportant but other

qualify icat ions. Three of the returns said a der was

im-riS1- di1 not sp y L Swh att tha anieum dCe

sho d be.

N3 y on1-half of the :spondcnts stated that a conbi-

cat ion v,)ocal and chCoral1 person- could ,ba used but LD nO cas(3

0ul 0 tricatly Yhortl p o b used wfnectivly. C&n pro-

-essor stated uhat all aroas of vocol participation were

imp ort ant. An othet in 4vidual state d the 9oortan ce of

nreVioUS claSSroor expeienoC.

In an article by Bruce Foote (6, p. 26) reporting or

the teaching set-up of the Vocal Pedagogy course at Illinois

he says that the clas sis always taught by two people. The

teaching is set q on a rotation schedule, so that one of

the pople who is teaching it tits year wil continue next

year, with a col'-leaguea sharing the instr1uet ion. NO one (evejr

tachhs it uore than two consocut v( years.

IG regard tto e rformace Ab1lity" cne-half of the od2-

(Yog3 Intervi' Ed ien omd the e*Aiity o having an

ar Jivc rormr" foz -tho teacher o a Vocal

Pedaogyc our s G,. Two oo them stat ,3, th)e iprac fa "Per-

-f - r 1d/ r ar Ist tacher." The othrs approve a co0'bna-

t On of t e two.



There Jasa u niou 2a13ar3decis-o if th uLtx o rn

the "Urf's1'L Losit on." Thy all ft tha teacher should

ae a "mjo r vo professor." OnoInstructor poInted out (as

the teachers of suh a course did) that a graduate assistant

AS stilL. i th harnI ti.v'"pocs hiseif ard not yet cxr'-

gi tE sdets aptly. She also rclatd

"0 CO 24 & J a L. ocia - -1.-w'

toh va fe wf >r"nce or teaching L thods othertadat th u

It e jv 2$c e cejt ore he i"Col g D gr( ao As t 03gh

"oot anIiportant factQ; " The sacher w lwash x IO

toUC thIis rul lstcd a Master's dogrea asth iiurqur.

Egaina t Lon 1 T saying

trat ha t "MajorEphsi shouidi be private tcChug of' yoie.

The rat ios remained genrally constant between those

anSwering the questionnaire and the faculty interviewed.

However', the faculty appeared to have fIrVAr convitiors about

the teacher bc)inga major professor witGh private v oice echn

as th 04e)phsI-. rtiphasO L, t, fault ntervi wasd Nas

bore c vp3or] S o bt:ivI tat thE p)o s c: 1of a degree was

not zLoosse-tial as those- 'urreAntly teahi tbhs 3our mfrlt

it to be

'valuat ton of Published Mat rials

La attng the correct materials for texts or riIcnce is

also a very controvcrsl I issue among tae pedagogues. There

have been several method books written and a vanityy of views



on 1 vocal priluct iot hve 0e0 E xp 5sse. PAny o [thes

matUrals are ither out"at ad or rather cwak in t heir poSI-

iOn. TI2 c nt problufm
4 

t u f thos0 a c-

DK t!K&co ewIca KLare ol g13a ts va-ue.

L, cutated-that o

_ 0 a t n ;s-..a s d _ II
all1:- 

t
hebsmn ICne thlre are on tw whc t4re usIJK

-r a t a used y minority of the 1nstiu-

t~' ion rpoi -g. Th se et i, (,--d a3.,-Vict:-xr Ale-randoir Fiel -

Tr a .t.- he itgh SVoi (3) an, Var *. Ch iyS 3ExrV

AL .in (1). Training the Sin in VIoie was chevckd in ia

Sitas as a valuable rotsa -atd nd. r was It dlsouotJd

a W outdated or j t Thebook Is apparently valuablein

corparativc pdagogy, gi>vng a sound analysis of the basIc

concepts of signing andfethods used in teaching voce.
Di uI4 I-lK t 1t of. c

to. o th ac that response o the questionnai swas

so ciZor iIt was felt tat a t able tabul-ating the infora-

tion would> not be necessary.

Two of the faculty responded L the affirmatlivG to toh

suggostmi' of using Fialdts Trainingr 'he Sin1ng Voice ()

for a *tc . They -tisb t y y I Gra> vI- o (7), 1a t

as4o ut - % c C)]:?(1),an &y9r (13) &s bing "otd t ed r "0e00t0." The

0hK 7M22SnteC 2132 th eKcut that ali of th e books should

D LSd fox s 2 iscusslonat rsslg wh tho mat(ras

were or worc0 0t LSQUi). It wa ('mhs4'LYed, however , a1

QQ t V tatriaL& L i-icsorde-d could replace th- acu p coor-

nce ol tnache in siiglng. Also e I KoCe1d was the



imotac f aeflsU,,y of 1tejri nology C or und er S LandJ-

or L- a r.bvut ti tt, Flads h sa,

. . . thi ack of a lunifor-oproessional languages

r:-spo sbeo r much of the is7YaUaniabIguous
tcr24u-v Qhati ow :xcsts in t i field, So-called

Sof pio as t thne audt pLractICP

7 
O 

'wterkiwno ogn( ,p..1).

On of those interviewd or the faculty went into the

Part iooulars of Why the student should be required t o examine

a.nd Canlilarizo isl with the refer ,enoce mIaterieal. A c cc)rd I r

t o hIs e ' I be,, having someo 0 UtIIn,,- a book for th student

and p arn tisn Laat1 io alWould r be a matteof

a t4_1. a' raorzat io or oth I. oTh- w( st ul.
r ~ t i ~ )>'U LH L C . 1 c)ro;-UZ 031 120 U &3. I I ?

sc ;w ttel'y V vLpQ the position .or hims1 an mk i

ow3 adu oial 1on as to whKtr ths material would beInforna-

ti ta 2Ld usoC'ul'to hi it is tsact ng. Ho should have 2he

3pe, n e f o teiminitg h 'is 2T0 Vt s,1t and g it th

negative h shoud cite liable evidence for th- deci-ioo

adC , - lIwi-1 1S It ers to I -):safvo2,ab .wor o I tohr

s1.houl1 b p Ljpa t rue ar .hIKsas .

uo Ca1 GO54ra--u.r (e u rentl< r n Us,

eha aa hai,:riI tachr Is aced sIth ac.tud.i0 flu.'

Lls, pupils, usI )Pl teut greast prribob s i t 1rJ

a-prpI'ata r-d su IC f nt Lat3rnal >r $aat cr oV7 I0 0

has acqo ui v- olg ege nmsc erash svr

r',at cl It).(

[I.'C1j .) thY ui3 I D r hl i s 1C) 7 J.L KY:f1t2eang eatr

alcal problems due t o the2 Kfiinyo hstahr
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HOWV i, utlcss rc as n, through a thorough literature or

reper t ory i class, Many tiles he is not at all famIlar with

;Ia1 thiS t>*bL5 wioc >t for othPer ra3gs

.1 voc Therorbheltse at this Point a Jsting wIll be presented

by those responding to the questionnaire giving the materials

*itd as valuable. The volumes are not put into specific

classiftcationhs.This is due primarily to the fact that the

majority of the collections contain songs on beginning, inter-

mediatw and advanced levels.

This listing is not rea nt to be all Iclusiv. It only

contains the actual re turn which was received. There aree

literally scores of materials which tay be used acceptably.

There are any reasons these particular materia 1 hav ben

mentioned. or instance, nost of the begining materials ar

albun, voluu or collections of songs relatively sim pe in

age, ine rvals, melody, phras ing, languag and accop a niont.

eso -h- rn ity o t or ah ne xpn sive.

Itis u aa11y accepted on coIle c vel for th e1 inning

studio IGO work py 'l on toch oqs and only English and

Italial I&,aUg20 aro introduced. Fo the lintertediate pup I

ra ar Cd :&rench are bgun and the basic fundamentals of

StgiWg theso carguages ar- established. In the advanced

stage oPratic and oratorto aiais, G.Grman Lider, French and

contemporary oipositions are studied thoroughly.

In interview, one of the facultyie mbers pointed out that

the students should go through ti materials themselves and
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e vauate them -or ndivdual neds and Problems. For instance,

they should be able to approximate the ranges which a volume

Includes, tIe languages, the level of difficulty rhythmically

and vocally, male or al songs, and interpretations. A

good way to do thI is for the instru tor to "ditto" a - s or

:rat irh as thr, -<as p iouQy ur4t "ofRd aL, Lha tIIcL

f.u1-.t h0 cadh a ring a sp ec -iations set by the cher

n 0rer ationatiotprat, acgt. This t ner ads A g' P te

i d t he 'dEa that it would b advsable to cake a card file

on each of these materials for quick reference.
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CHAPTER III

04 CO PTS OF TEACHIdG VOCAL PEDAGOGY

Oti of the most crucial problems in designing a course

of vocal pedagogy concerns which topics are of the greatest

i portance; what is most relevantto the student when thinking

of his instructing vocal pupils in the future. There is a

wide variety of material which ay be presented in the course.

Therefore, the greatest problem lies in deterfiuing what

is of prime :mport anc and then attpt!.ng to devote an

appropriat atout of tie ct the chosen topics. As the ra-

Sponse from the UiQversity of KEtucky stated t1 rgard t

the list C topics which appeared in the questionnaire to be

evaluated as teaching oints, "The interrelationships are so

great here that a breakdown of this type is almost impossible .1

However, some type of exclusion must be exercised in order

that conCise organization may exist rather than discussing at

rancom many subjects. It is a basic understanding that being

proficient in a few areas does not automatically produce an

artist, The ability to sing well is a composite of many of

the intangibles. It is just as Esther Andreas of Califorita

Stat College stated in r;sponse to the questionna re regard-

ing the list of items,

40



All are based on the working hypothesis that the cor-
rect coordination of the basic elements of posture,
respirat ion, phonat ion, resonat ion, art iculat ion results
in good tone, the development of musical sensitivity
combined with an efficiently functioning instrument
results in artistic singing.*

Table VII will show responses indicating emphasis for

class discussion given to several of the facets involved in

singing. These responses are compiled from the information

gathered by the questionnaires which were sent.

TABLE VII

EVALUATION OF IMPORTANCE OF TECHNIQUES
TO BE DISCUSSED IN CLASS

Levels of Iortance
Techniques Primary secondary Incidental

Teaching Point Value Mention

Breathing 29 2 x
Freedom from tension 29 x x
Posture 29 x 1
Tone 26 2 1
Dict ion 23 4 2
Art iculat ion 21 6 2
Legato 20 8 1
Attack 18 9 2
Ear Training 18 6 2
Registers 18 6 3
Musicianship 17 8 4
Head Voice 16 8 2
How t o study a song IS 12 1
Anatomy 14 11 4
Stage Presence 14 5 10
Dynamics 13 9 7
Agility 12 8 6
Interpretation 12 8 7
Range 12 14 1

State*Esther Andreas is a Professor at California
College, Los Angeles, Galifornia.
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The evidence in Table VII shows the order of topics con-

sidered of primary value. At this point the items listed will

be combined for discussion under four general headings:Breath-

ing, Resonance, Range, and Interpretation. All of the areas

mentioned (as well as several which were not suggested) will

be discussed at least briefly under one of the general topics.

Also included in this section will appear a discussion of

what desirable qualities contribute to producing a good voice

teacher.

Breathing

According to many of the leading authorities in vocal

music correct breathing is of prime importance to the singer.

According to Francesco Lamperti (1811-1892), "All there is in

singing is in the breathing, and all there is in breathing

is in the diaphragm" (13, p. 5).

Historical Evidence

We have evidence of breathing studies some 2,000 years,

ago. The orator Demosthenes paid the actor Neoptolemus to

learn from him how to breathe correctly. Hippocrates and

Aristotle made thorough observations on breathing. Hippocrates

distinguished between the larynx and esophagus. To demonstrate

this he had a pig drink a liquid with a great deal of color

in it. When the pig's throat was out the windpipe was color-

less and the esophagus was intensely tinged. He also observed

that the vowels were produced in the larynx and the consonants
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were produced by the tongue and lips (3, p. 22).

Before sixteen hundred breathing was still regarded as a

rather simple process in relation to singing. "Singers should

not breathe audibly, should take sufficient breath not to breathe

in the middle of a word, should breathe easily and be able to

expend it at will"(20, p. 74).

,.--Fromthe Italian school during the Golden Age

of Bel Canto Durante, Cernon, Donati, Doni, Vallara and Tosi

give comments of suggestions, explanations and criticisms

regarding breathing (24, pp. 74-79. Caccini explains that

control of breathing is important so the singer may have the

necessary freedom for correct vocal execution. Durante,

Cerone, and Donati all assert that the singer should have

adequate breath to sing a phrase ompletely with the notes

sharing equal breath. Tosi advocates that the vocalist be

made aware of the correct places to take a breath and he

should not stray from these places to breathe in the middle

of words or short phrases.

Mancini, foremost composer and teacher of this period,

seems to be the most valuable Italian source regarding the

act of breathing. The exercises he gives for developing and

strengthening the chest are very simple due to the fact that

he was writing for the young castrato who began singing at

the age of seveo. Mancini and Tosi differ in their opinions

regarding breathing within long passages. It has been said

that singers in the old Italian school held their breath up



to a length of thirty to forty seconds.

Germang.--Source in the German school back to Calvisius,

Prastorius, Printz, Matheson, Petri, and Lasser all give

ideas on proper breathing (20, pp. 79-83). Calvisius is

brief in his directions stating that rhythm must not be

broken due to taking a breath and those singing should not

breathe together except at the rests. Even more terse is

Praetorius who includes that a vocal vice is breathing too

often. Almost a century later Printz states that taking suf-

ficient breath avoids mistakes. Mattheson appraises the im-

portance of singing with restrained voice as long as the

breath will last when cultivating a voice. This diligent

practice develops the breath control. He also explains the

strengthening due to singing a tone very softly then con-

stantly increasing the volume. Mattheson commentstthat few

if any German teachers have advocated his technique due to

lack of interest and knowledge.

Petri's rules primarily concern where breaths should be

taken. He cautions against taking the breath at the very last

moment possible. Lasser asserts that due to exercise and

habit singing the scale makes it possible to sing more and

longer on one breath. He insists that air should be inhaled

calmly and accompanied by no noise. He warns against the

damaging effect which fear can impose on a great talent.

France. --From the French school those ment ioning breathing

are Bacilly, Jumihac, Blanchet, Rameau, and Mengozzi (20,



pp. 83-86). Bacilly observed that good breath is a natural

gift necessary for singing but it certainly may be acquired

and developed through exercise. Jumilhac believed that de-

fects of vocal quality were often due to lack of sufficient

breath. However, he adds that if necessary some singers should

breathe more often than just at rests or pauses in order that

the voice would remain free and flexible.

Blanchet includes a description of the action of the

chest, lungs, and diaphragm when breathing. He considers

the voice to be superior in expressing human emotions but only

after the ability of managing the breath is conquered.

Rameau said one is master of the breath and consequently he

must control it so that nothing will mar the result . He warns

against forcing the voice due to loss of flexibility and

freedom. Mengozzi defines terms such as "respiration,"

"inhalation," and "exhalation" and notes differences in the

breath of singing and speaking. He suggests daily breathing

exercises beginning with moderation.

England.--The greatest Italian influence was on the

English school. Those recorded from England who discussed

breathing were Bayly, Sir John Hawkins, Tenducei, and Lanza

(20, pp. 87-88). At a very early date in England the part

the "breath" and "chest" played in singing was considered so

essential that these words were found being used interchange-

able with "voice." The small portions stated in the English

books are attributed almost1 entirely to the Italian influences.
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Bayly admits that he uses material and ideas from Tosits

book. Bayly stresses temperance in eating and drinking strong

beverages.

Hawkins emphasized the importance of long breaths in

correct singing. Tenducci offers advice as to when would be

the correct time to take a breath. Lanza is also primarily

concerned with where to breathe. He states directions for

correct body posture to receive the best breath possible.

Comparison.--There is a unanimity of opinions, regard-

less of the authors or nationalities. Some state the necessity

of proper breathing taught by the teacher while others show

how, where and when. All of the schools depended upon the

Italian methods and primarily Tosi. The French were the most

scientifically analytical (20, pp. 88-89).

For a better understanding of the breathing process a

brief discussion of the anatomy will be presented.

The abdominal cavity and the thoracic cavity are the two

main divisions of the trunk of the body. The singer is con-

cerned primarily with functions of the thoracic cavity and

more specifically with correct usage of the diaphragm. The

thoracic cavity contains the lungs and heart and has the

diaphragm for a floor, and the ribs for sides. The frame

work is made up of the thoracic vertebrae, twelve pairs of

ribs, costal cartilages and the sternum.
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The diaphragm is the strongest muscle in the body. It

separates the thoracic cavity from the abdominal cavity. It

is attached to the spinal column, cartilages of the lower

ribs and the sternum in front. During inhalation the diaphragm

flattens out and thus pushes the viscera down and a bit for-

ward. With the descent of the midriff and by sideways exten-

sion of the ribs, one inflates the lungs where they are the

largest and where he can get the largest amount of air into

them (11, p. 36).

Regarding the observableaaction of the diaphragm Allen

(1) clarifies the motion:

In contracting, the diaphragm pushes the organs immedi-
ately beneath it out of its way; thus the expansion we
feel when we put our fingers on the soft spot at the
base of the breastbone is not the actual diaphragm
itself, as is often loosely described, but the result
of its action on the walls of the abdomen, which is
pushed outwards by the increased pressure on its contents
(1, p. 25).

When working with the mechanism of the larynx one is

working with an instrument which he cannot see except with the

aid of a laryngoscope, and the inward manipulations cannot

be felt. It is understood that many fine singers go through

a successful career knowing nothing about the structure of aheir

instrument and this is not to be condemned. However, "if a

teacher is to diagnose and correct faults he must certainly

understand the main anatomical and physiological principles of

the vocal structure which he is endeavoring to develop" (1,

p. 49).
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For the purpose of singing the larynx is merely a housing

unit for the vocal cords, the sound-producing organs. It

moves down with inhalation of breath, opening the mouth, and

singing a downward scale. As the tension of the controlling

muscles riseswith a pitch so does the larynx. All of this

movement is involuntary.

The type of voice varies in the individual with the

length and thickness of the vocal cord. In the average man

the vocal cords are a quarter of an inch longer (3/4inch)

than in the average woman (1/2 inch). However, the lengths

will vary considerably with the individual in either sex. The

shorter the cords, the higher the pitch of the voice. Any

pitch is dependent upon length,.shape, amount of tension,

thickness and force of air from the lungs which yields the

pressure which sets the vocal cords in action (1, p. 47).

Inhalation and Exhalation

Shaw (66) says one "breathes to live" and not merely to

sing. It is a respiratory process necessary to sustain life.

The problem is getting enough air while singing to sustain this

life. Production of vocal tone is at the expenditure of some

form of energy. Therefore, the power must come from the muscles

in the lungs which contract to cause the lungs to open and let

air in and by their relaxation, which pushes against the

bronchial tubeslet the air out (8, p. 29). Everyone breathes

but few use the apparatus to the greatest efficiency.
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Downing gives the technical types and amounts of air:

When breathing quietly, a man takes in and gives

out at each breath about 400 cc. of air, which is known

as "tidal" air. By means of a forcible inspiratory
effort it is possible to take in about 1,500 cc. more

(complemental air), and at the end of a normal 
expira-

tion a forcible further contraction of the *piratory

muscles will expel? about 1,500 ec. more (supplemental
air). These three amounts added together constitute

what is termed the vital capactof an individual

(19, p. 12).

However, after even the most vigorous expiration there is

at ill some air left in the lungs.

"The right way to breathe for health is the right way

to breathe for singing, and this . . . is that which enables

the maximum of breath to be inspired with the minimum of

effort" (7, p. 24). Inspiration should not include "push"

with the muscles to extend the ribeage without breathing.

Christy gives four phases of breathing: Inhalatiob,

Suspension, Exhalation, and Recovery. Suspension and Recovery

are not existent in natural inspiration. Rather than memoriz-

ing these steps in hopes that it will improve the breathing,

he feels it is wise to establish the feelings and posture

which are associated with these phases. Control should be

indirect and based on feel and sound (12, p. 30, vol. 2).

Inhalation is the key to the other three phases. The

chest should be high and stationary before inhalation. Dur-

ing inhalation "air is drawn into the mouth and nose and

passes to the larynx, the trachea, the bronchial tubes, and

finally into the lungs" (49, P. 31). Possibly too small an

amount of breath is inhaled, and the supply is exhausted before



the end of a phrase or sentence. On the other hand, too

great a quantity may be taken, and, instead of the air being

emitted smoothly and steadily, it is exhaled in explosive

puffs (55, p. 13).

In reference to taking too much breath, Downing shows

that two difficult processes must take place at the same time:

Trying to sing with just a little breath and at the same
time, trying to retain the over surplus, which is continu-
ally crowding the whole mechanism, cramping the breathing
muscles, and causing a breathiness in the tone quality,
as the breath (under pressure) leaks through the vocal
cords (19, p. 11).

Lilli Lehmann relates her personal experience with too much

breath,

Undoubtedly I took in too much air in breathing, cramped
various muscles, thereby depriving my breathing organs and
muscles of their elasticity. I often had, with all care
and preparation for inhalation, too little breath, and
sometimes, when in giving special thought to it, more
than enough (44, p. 19).

One should breathe through the nose while asleep and while

awake if not talking or singing. This warms and purifies

air and allows moderate quantities into the lungs. When the

temperature is cold or the air is filled with smoke it is

best, even at the risk of noisy breathing, to inhale mostly

through the nose (12, p. 30, vol. 2).

The advantages Heller lists for nose breathing are as

follows: air is warmed taabotzt the same temperature as the

block, before entering the pharynx; it is filtered as it goes

on its way through the nasal passages and it is moistened

(36, p. 19).



Proschowsky simply states, "Nature teaches us to breathe

through the nose, so do not depart from that rule" (57, p. 46).

Suspension is when the breath is held in the diaphragm

muscles around the waistline after inhalation. The vocal

bands remain open. In singing it is not the quantity of

breath that matters but the "control" and economy of the breath.

To control the breath is actually to be able to hold it.

"The crux of bel-cantists was the prevention of an escape of

breath" (24, p. 17). For phrasing the "singer will have to

be able to breathe as slowly as four or five times peraminute

if necessary. Therefore, this tbreathi control must be de-

veloped" (12, p. 31, vol. 2).

The hold back or restraint muscles are weak since they

are used only for crying, yelling and speech where no long

sustained efforts are demanded. "A relaxed muscle is a dead

muscle; it has no energy and, therefore, can do no control

work" (15, p. 26).

Concentration must be upon reaction of muscles rather than

on the muscles themselves. In singing we use voluntary and

involuntary muscles. Primarily the involuntary muscles are

employed although their response is created by voluntary

processes (9, p. 60). For instance, we cannot say, "Heart,

miss a beat." But if we are insulted it is an automatic

reaction. We cannot say, "Voice, be beautiful, filledimith

emotion!" However, if we experience the emotion the response

is there in spite of itself. By voluntary movement we can



drop the jaw, purse the lips, protrude or retract the tongue,

take a breath or expel it. But if we do not voluntarily ex-

hale the lungs will do it for us. Therefore, we see there is

the mixture of voluntary and involuntary muscles.

As previously stated the primary function of breath is

life. In normal, relaxed breathing there is no control by

the brain but rather involuntary muscles of respiration

employed. However, with breathing in singing, there must be

control and direction from the brain (7, p. 23).

Exhalation or phonation is when "the air is sent forth

in reverse direction, supplying thereby the air current which

causes the vocal cords to vibrate, as in speaking or singing"

(49, p. 31), The Old Italian Masters advised, "Hold back the

breath." This gives a sensation of prevention of collapse

of the breath muscles and establishe s steady control which

is imperative for correct legato singing. The chest should

never collapse and the shoulders should never move. If there

is extra breath remaining in the lungs at the end of a phrase

it should be expelled with the last tone in order to free the

breathing muscles in taking a new breath (19, p. 11).

One should never attempt too long phrases on one breath.

Rather the awareness should be of the good quality and suffi-

cient breath reserve, then the long phrase second in mind.

Efficient tone is basic for efficient breath control.

R2er is the physical moment of relaxation of breath

control muscles and larynx before a new phrase is attacked.
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One of the major problems among voice teachers and

instructors is trying to agree "where to breathe." Wither-

spoon gives us the three predominant classes of breathing:

Olavicular (the breath of exhaustion), Diaphragmatic (the

breath of life), and Costal or Rib (the breath of activity),

auxilary breathing (79, p. 55).

Albert Bernhard Bach points out that it is important to

distinguish between superficial and deep breathing. Super-

ficial breathing (Clavieular) completely avoids the lower part

of the lungs (3, p. 26). He also cites that Professor Mandl,

Dr. Steinbrenner, and Dr. Crichton point out that superficial

breathing is a cause of tubercular consumption (3, p. 26).

"The term 'deep breathing' is misleading; it should be

full breathing, or complete breathing, or anything which sug-

gests full expansion of the lungs, and not breathing done in

the stomach" (84, p. 12). Emil-Benke further declares that when

giving instructions to "breathe low down" one may try "abdomirs

nal" breathing. In this ease the lower ribs remain still

while the diaphragm presses the soft part in the abdominal

cavity forward causing a "bulge" below the belt. This is an

action which should never take place (7, p. 28).

"The full, deep breath will relieve all tension at the

throat, allowing it to loosen and open. It will develop a

pliability and a flexibility in all the respiratory muscles"

(76, p. 5). Also Fillebrown says that quiet, deep breathing,



deeply controlled is a cure for nervousness. It should be

rhythmic and pass through the nostrils or nearly closed

lips (28, p. 27).

Attack

"The commencement of a note in singing isttermed its

attack" (18, p. 35). It must be started exactly on pitch

rather than scooping up to it from an interval below. Clip-

pinger lists the three methods of attack: (1) Glottis-stroke,

the vocal cords are adjusted and then the breath is applied;

(2) breath is first applied and then the vocal cords are

adjusted, wasteful escaping of breath with disagreeable:

sound; (3) perfect attack, adjustment of vocal cords and

application of breath at the same time (13, p. 6). "The

pupil is wise who established the habit of starting, slow

inhalation a number of beats before the attack" (12, p. 31,

vol. 2).

The "Catch-Breath"

The "catch-breath" is a quick breath used when there is

no time for a long, deep, deliberate breath. Actually, it

is just a rushing in of air (16, p. 36). "Only breath supply

in the lower part of the lungs is replenished sufficiently

to allow the phrase to be completed" (12, p. 38, vol. 2).

This helps those get through long phrases who could not other-

wise do so. Also, the "catch-breath" is necessary for any

skilled musician to master songs with tempos so rapid that



there is no time for a normal full breath. This is predominant

in arias with unusually involved, florid passages.

It is advised to take a catch-breath rather than to

complete a phrase in an exhausted condition. It should

never be taken on an accented beat, between syllables, after

articles, prepositions or conjunctions or towards the end of

a phrase rather than towards thebeginning or middle.

Phrasing

Correct phrasing is by correct breathing. When one

strives to carry a long phrase and.hhave steadiness in the tone

it must all be brought about by the strength and elasticity

which affords gradual relaxation of the vocal cord (1, p. 93).

Too often unity of a verse is cut up by short phrasing.

By the same token, with the anxiety to phrase broadly one

produces run-on thoughts in joining phrases and sentences.

For their own sake, long phrases are merely stupid. Breath

should generally be taken at a comma, semi-colon, period or

full-stop (10, p. 15). Curved lines often show musical

phrases. Rests are another means of showing breath places.

Direct thought to the last words of a phrase rather than the

first will yield greater evenness of breath.

Lilli Lehmann felt quite strongly about this phase:

It is only due to the ignorance of the causes, to the
absence of the form, to the pressure and to the convul-
sive tightening of the muscles, that the singer is unableto sing in one breath all that is included in the musical
or speech phrase (44, p. 26).



The Final Tone

The final phenomenon of breathing to be observed is

the act of finishing a tone or phrase. Witherspoem recom-

mends an old rule called notaa mentale" or a pupil imagining

sustaining "a tone a tiny bit longer, perhaps the value of

a grace-note, than he actually sang or sustained it" (79,

p. 64). This tends to prevent any gasp or "grunt" which

may occur if the tone and breath support seem to end together.

Freedom

"Voice is the product of many combined physical qualities,

responding to mental and emotional stimuli, and can only be

successfully approached and governed through the imagination"

(I, p. 23). The physical agents are composed chiefly of the

lungs, vocal cords, cavities of the mouth and head and muscles

of articulation. The vocal cords do not sing. The sound

results as a column of air being expelled from the lungs and

automatically setting the vocal cords into vibration, thence

rising to the mouth. Here it is transformed into tone and

resonates in the mouth and head cavities.

Breathing is a means to an end in singing. However, the

authorities agree "without freedom in breathing, freedom in

singing is impossible" (4, p. 50). A healthy body is a vital

prerequisite. The singer should be totally unaware of the

action between where the pressure of the air is controlled and

the resulting tone. The physical agents just mentioned respond



as an involuntary process (1, p. 23). Thinking of muscles

"results in stolidity, forcing, and various manifestations

of tenseness in all parts of the body" (9, p. 59). Forcing

the breathing apparatus to perform unnatural functions tenses

the diaphragm, cramps important arteries and irritates the

entire nervous system. "There must be nothing stolid or

twoodent about breathing. It is necessary to think and act

so that tonal results and facial expression will indicate

enthusiasm, a comfortable body, and a cheerful frame of mind"

(9, p. 63). It may be difficult at first but with proper

thought will later be an invariable result.

Practice

Christy feels that perfect breath control can never be

attained, only approached. It is not a matter of learning

the correct proceedure and then forgetting to practice and

work because the complex muscles are very sensitive to physical

and emotional states (12, p. 24, vol. 2). Martino says it is

good to practice to the extent that it is subconscious (49,

p. 6). According to Combs (15), a method of developing breath

control is singing songs with gradually lengthening phrases.

Bach tells us that swelling exercises mesaa di voice) make

the breath longer (3, p. 36). Also he recommends panting

exercise is good with vigorous diaphragrw action and increases

flexibility for staccato and accented attacks.



Vennard is very practical in his approach to breathing

exercises by saying that it seems wasteful to spend a great

amount of lesson time devoted to breathing since the lesson

time is expensive and breathing may be practiced outside the

studio. The teacher should continue to observe the progress

of correct breathing while the student is concerned with

other materials during the lesson (74, p. 17).

Psychology

Basic strain or rigid tension in the larynx s due to

psychological reasons rather than physiological (15, p. 9).

Breathing is retarded or agitated by fear, worry, excite-

ment, confusion, doubt or uncertainty. "The amount of

breath is physically adjusted in obedience to our mind's

command . . . " (57, p. 45).
Whether you tackle a man at rugby football, or catch
a salmon-fly, or -sharpen a pencil, or add up a column
of figures, or write a fairy story, or make a speech,
or sing a song; whether you laugh or cry, or love
or hate, or despise or admire--everything you do and
every sentiment you feel has its home in that little
invisible spot where nature has linked our emotions
to our breath (5, p. 18).

Bairstow goes on to affirm that "as the air goes in

so will the sound come forth. A timid breath will produce a

timid sound, a forced breath a forced sound; a deep and com-

fortable breath taken happily will ensure a rich, free, com-

fortable sound" (5, p. 21). According to Brown, by "think-

ing synthetic sentiments, we acquire genuine reactions from

muscles which are beyond our ability to compel" (9, p. 65).



Waters says that the most difficult thing we do is to appear

effortless as we think these sentiments (76, p. 5).

Resonance

In his Sing rt Glossary Fields explains, " the

effect of vocal resonance is to increase the initial tone

phonated in the glottis, or to change its quality, or both"

(26, p. 49). Mackworth-Young states, "There is no part of

the vocal mechanism which appears at first sight more compli-

cated and difficult to understand than the resonating system"

(45, p. 65). Since the voce is like any other wind instru-

ment it may be wise for one to look into the principles of

resonation in wind instruments in general. This could be

a very helpful factor towards comprehending an instrument

which can not easily be viewed.

Each voice when sounded gives a resultant tone with its

own distinctive quality or timbre. It may be lovely, shrilX

dark, clear, hard or booming depending on "Nature's formation

of the larynx, vocal cords, and the resonating cavities, and

the skill with which the singer makes use of them" (I, p. 47),

No matter how much vocal training an individual may experience,

his natural quality must always be kept in mind for the finished

product. Simply to train a voice to sound like many thousands

of others without the distinct natural quality present is to

take from his vocal power the interpretive medium for emotions

and thoughts.
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The naturally placed voice includes very few persons

who "are born with a singing mechanism which funct ions per-

fectly, involuntary, and automatically" (9, p. 73). This is

not a resulting matter of refinement or musical intelligence.

These people know no more about how and why they produce the

tone they do than does the person who sings with unpleasant

tone and quality.

Historical Evidence

,--The old Italian masters may have appreciated the

contribution the cavities make in singing but there is not

much recorded about it. "The directions are mostly concerned

with the manner of opening the mouth so that a natural tone

would result, without the strain of its being too wide open or

the nasal quality which comes from the mouth being too closed"

(20, p. 102).

Durante and Doni refer to positions of the mouth for

broad and narrow sounding vowels, Tosi warns those with

defects of the nose, throat or ear to practice only around

someone who has sufficient knowledge to correct him. Mancini

is explicit in saying that the clearness of the voice depends

on an open mouth. He further states that the same width is

not acceptable for every student. He continues to cite

results of positions at the extremes. Rather than merely

relating the general precepts,, Mancini felt the teacher should

clarify by demonstration so the pupil could see and hear wrong
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as well as right sounds. Manfredini almost repeats verbatim

the ideas of Mancini regarding the opening of the mouth. They

both feel the mouth should be in a smiling position (20, pp.

102-105).

Germany.--"Praotorius is the only seventeenth century

writer of German origin to comment on the vocal resonators and

he is superficial and brief",(20, p. 105). He makes reference'

to singing through the nose or closed teeth. In Germany many

years after Praetorius others, including Printz, Agricola,

Marpurg, Hiller, Aubigny, and Lasser give rather similar and

repetitive comments as to the correct position 6ff the mouth

which will enable the best tone in singing. It should not be

opened so widely as to distort the sound as well as the physical

appearance but yet should be wide enough so that the tone is

not suffocated in the throat or forced through the nose or

closed teeth (20, pp. 105-108).

.--InFrance Jumihac blames throaty and nasal tone

qualities upon distorted and rigid positions for the mouth,

neck, head and the rest of the body. As a remedy he suggests

relaxation. Bailleux warns against singing from elsewhere than

the chest lost a mffled sound would come forth. Martini and

Mengozzi also expound upon resulting tone due to various mouth

formations. They cite examples of ill effects suffered from

incorrect mouth positions (20, pp. 108-109).

England.--In general the English sources concerning this

topic are rather meager and the facts which have been salvaged
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give evidence of direct influence of the advice from Italy,

Germany and France. Tenducci warns the pupil to never incur

"the disagreeable Habit of singing in the Throat or through

the Nose; -unpardonable Faults in a Singer" (71, p. 4).

Coparison.-As a comparison one sees that in the bel

canto period the exponents of singing put much more emphasis

upon free emission of the voice by getting the tongue, tieth

and lips out of the w#.y, as opposed to stressing the function

of the resonators during singing. Mancini especially mentions

the errors and corrections for them. During this period oonly

Aubigny of Germany placed direct emphasis on resonance in sing-

ing and that again deals with the external mechanics of singing.

Again there appears to be almost unanimous agreement upon

the means of producing a free singing tone as well as the

faults which are to be eschewed. This is regardless of national

origin or language.

Vibrato

Vocal cords alone cannot make music. "The tone produced

by the vibrations alone of the two very small vocal bands must.,

in the nature of things, be very feeble" (28, p. 44). However

the "Resonance is caused when a sounding body communicates its

vibrations to another body; or when, in other words, the second

body is thrown into co-vibratians with the first body" (11,

p. 25).
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Tone without adequate vibrations is termed "hollow reso-

nance." It goes out from the mouth and becomes stagnant, with

no carrying power. The quality is very poor. The proper

resonance will have a certain amount of vibration but not

enough for a "wabble."

Rather than being forced up, the result of the vibrations

in the vocal cords floats up behind and above the soft palate.

For proper resonation the tone must be "lifted" without forced

muscular tension. There should be only diaphragmatic tension

involved.

"The tone may be thought of as vibrating, whirring, or

seething until the upper part of the face, and on some vowels

and some pitches the teeth and lips, seem to hum or buzz"

(9, p. 81). Many authorities, including Owsley, agree that

the entire skeletal body serves as a sound vibrator

and conductor either Er eor by continuity" (54, p. 12).'

Fund amental Tone

According to Hinman, "The two factors in every beautiful

sound are Fundamental Tone and Overtone, properly distributed"

(38, p. 9). "The phonated sound can be said to have not only

a definite pitch, but also a definite quality" (69, p. 72).

This quality depends on the overtones present and the combined

intensity of the overtones and the fundamental.

The vocal tone begins from the diaphragm in a single

column of air. It is set into vibration in the vocal cords
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and then splits into two streams. The major portion goes into

the mouth or oral cavity and the remaining portion mounts to

the small opening above the bridge of the nose. From here it

is distributed into the cavities, sinuses, and other divisions

(38, p. 9).

Regarding this factor, Allen believes, "In phonation, the

fundamental tone is formed in the larynx by the pressure of

breath from below setting the vocal cords in vibration" (1,

p. 47). Behnke asserts, "Different pitches require columns

of air different lengths and different modifications of the

shape of their resonance chamber, and by no augmentation of

force in the production of the original sound can it be made

to "carry better" (6, p. 121). The fundamental sound produced

by the pressure of air setting the vocal cords in action is

thin in quality and must have added the sympathetic overtones

to result in richness and carrying power.

Overt onesa

All singers and speakers attempt to have their voices

ring with a clarity and expressiveness which will reach to

the far most gallery as well as the front rows in a performance

hall. This ringing quality is dependent on the addition of

overtones to the fundamental tone. "To rely on resonance

rather than on forces is essential for producing a big and

pleasing voice," affirms Marafioti (47, p. 51). In the

prefketo the third revised edition of her book, How to
0VMU"Oo



Lilli Lehman states:

It were well if pupils, yes and professional singers, too,
were conscious of just one thing, that the singing tone is
to be found in the resonance of one's own body, in the
chest and head resonances, and not in the auditorium
into which the singer strives solely to project his
breath to produce big tones (44, p. v).

"It is essential that the singer's mind should be dis-

abused at the idea that a big tone is necessarily a carrying

one" (6, p. 116). Contrary to beliefs it is not the loudest

voice which will carry the most. Often times it sounds

"choked," "throaty," "pinched," and "hard." Whereas, a tone

which may seem quite small will cary with a ring and brillance

of resonance. To illustrate this point one may use the compari-

son of instruments of an orchestra. It is not the large

double bass which carries but the tiny piccolo.

In either pase of singing fla2 or forte the harmonics

should necessarily be similarly reinforced. To reinforce a

tone agreeably IWone of the supreme tests of correct

resonation. When this is mastered simply increasing the breath

pressure will result in a forte tone of similar quality. "A

voice that cannot sing softit is not rightly produced""(14, p. 17),

QuJity of Re donating Substance

The larger anything is, the less frequent will be its

vibrations. "According to the laws of acoustics, soft substance

submerges and muffles tone, while hard substance (especially

arched hard substance) amplifies and embellishes it" (38, p. 10).

"Soft walls absorb the rapid, shot-wave vibrations, making
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the quality sweeter, mellower. Hard walls make the tone

more brilliant by reflecting the high partials, unimpaired"

(74, p. 48).

"The high partials alone would make the voice 'reedy'

like an oboe or clarinet; but low partials add tmellowness'

such as a sound in the tone of a horn" (74, p. 67). Mellow-

ness of tone requires opening the pharynx because the low

frequencies need large resonators.

The term "chest voice" is misleading due to the reality

that the lungs in the chest cannot act as a sounding board

since they are a spongy mass which absorbs and deadens sound.

Use of the Cavities
- -4" #110In a-M

"The singer must learn to habitually use all the resonance

cavities and use them simultaneously" (28, p. 54). It is the

conviction of Vennard (74) that resonance can be consciously

controlled. It is like forming habits of taking and masticating

food; laborious and inept at first, but finally a skill that

has become so habitual that it is as "second nature" to the

performer. One may illustrate the resonating chamber by a

stringed instrument. The tone-producing elements are the

strings and the bow but when taken from the sounding board

or chamber the sound is lifeless.

The soft palate is the movable structure at the back of

the mouth in the shape of an arch with two curved muscular

ridges called "pillars of the fauces." The uvula is the little
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pendant hanging from the center of the soft palate. The

soft palate gradually rises as one sings up the scale and

continually changes positions.

The hard palate is the bony portion of the roof of the

mouth, covered with mucous membrane and forming, in addition,

the floor of the nasal cavities.

The mouth is an important resonance chamber with the robf

of hard palate as a sounding board. The vowels are formed by

varying the shape of the mouth cavity with the tongue, lips,

and cheeks, and then resonating in the mouth and throat.

The final sound must ultimately pass through the mouth.

By this time the tone has received amplifying resonance from

the throat and mouth cavities and collected vibrations from

the cavities of the nose and head. Then the principAb stream

of air is sent into the mouth, the soft palate rises to partially

shut off the nasal cavities.

The resonating cavity is also responsible for deter-

mining the quality of the voice. There must be an appropriate

balance between the resonat ion effected by the pharynx, the

naso-pharynx, and the mouth. If the voice is brought too

forward an unduly nasal quality results., if the palate is

raised to shut off the naso-pharynx the voice sounds hard and

"white," and if the larynx is forced down the quality sounds

hollow and "throaty" (23, p. 45).
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Nasal Resonance

In nasal resonance the voice passes out of the mouth,

and only co-vibrations take place in the nasal cavity; in

nasal tone the voice passes, either entirely or partially

through the nose (7, p. 71). "A nasal tone is constricted,

while a tone with nasal resonance is free" (28, p. 53).

Nasal tones are caused by a raised or stiffened
tongue, a sagging soft palate, a stiffened jaw, or by
other rigidities that prevent free tone emission and
which at the same time--note this--prevent true nasal
resonance . . . . A tone may be unmarred by the nasal
quality, yet if it lacks nasal resonance it lacks Vi-
brancy, carrying power (28, pp. 52-53).

Field-Hyde concludes that nasal resonance has two effects.

He asserts that no tone can be ascribed to exclusive use of

one part of the resonance chamber but yet most faults in tone

quality are due to improper balance or proportion in its use.

The first effect of nasal resonance on the tone is:

The giving warmth and fullness and a sympathetic quality
unattainable without it. . . . The second benefit which
accrues . . . is the result of the supple, free position
which the soft palate must assume in order to allow the
sound-waves to penetrate the nasopharynx (25, p. 86).

Sinuses

In regard to the sinuses, Vennard states that they "have

such small openings thatthey cannot be considered a part of

the resonance system" (74, p. 56). However, in opposition to

this statement Brown teaches "sinus" means cavity. For singers

the "sinuses" or resonant cavities all must be constantly em-

ployed for correct singing. "All are situated at the front of

the skull, over and at about the level of the sides of the
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nose" (9, p. 714). When one suffers from cold or catarrh

mucus fills up these cavities and forbids the use as room

for the tone to resonate. Each individuals sinuses vary in

size and shape, in quality of lining membrane and in bone fore

mat ion.

"We might say that we I'st op' or modify either or both of

these resonators to the degree in which we use them individu-

ally, or in their proportion to each other" (79, p. 21). This

causes difference in pitch, color, quality and volume.

Position of the Mouth

The Italians and French who use their mouths with generous

flexibility tend to produce a much more resonant tone than

the English who do not open their mouths and employ the movable

parts to any great extent. "When the technic is faulty, the

motiath is set, and set rg in a definite position for the

vowel, and any movement of the lips or jaw modifies the

quality" (69, p. 77). Also from a physiological viewpoint,

setting the jaw reflects tension of muscles in the neck and

thus muscles holding the larynx in position.

Wyckoff further states, "If the singer would always sing

in an open-throated position, he would never contract laryngitis

from the incorrect use of the voice, unless he persisted in

singing after the throat muscles were very tired" (83, p. 20).

Fillerbrown has made a statement which sums up the pre-

vious discussion: "The pitch of the tone depends upon the

number of vibrations in a given period; the loudness of tone
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depends upon the Impltude of the vibrations; the quality

of tone depends upon the form of the vibrations; and the

form of the ltibrations depends upon the resonator" (28,

P. 45).

Range

In both of his books Fields defines range as "the number

of frequency changes possible between the lowest and the

highest pitches of the voice" (27, p. 147; 26, p. 46).

Historical Evidence

The recognition of registers was not new with the "Gol-

den Age of Bel Canto." Rather, the study was continued with

increasing attention.

Ital.--Caccini gives unfavorable comments regarding

the falsetto voice. Corone and Rognoni show favoritism for

the chest voice. In giving directions to choir masters,

Andrea di Modina says to pitch the selection at the level of

the voices of the singers. Santoro says voices exceeding two,

octaves are singing falsetto.

Tosi values the falsetto as necessary for successful

singing. Mancini's conviction was that there are two regis-

ters; chest register and head register or falsetto. He classi-

fied the great art of the singer as having the ability to

pass from one register to the other without the listener

being able to discern it. He further comments that the range

must be determined first so that one would not "push" outside
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the range Nature has established. The pupil is warned by

Mancini to keep the strong, robust part of his voice under

control while working on strengthening the weak parts.

Like Mancini, Manfredini speaks of the two registers.

He also warns against vocal fatigue, (20, pp. 112-116).

Germanj.--In Germany Calvisius warns against forcing the

voice in any direction. Praetorius mentions the "falsetto"

as being forced, Mattheson was confident that all voices

could sing falsetto.

Agricola disagrees with the Italian conception of the

two registers and presents physiological and acoustical

analysis for proof to his argument. Marpurg agrees with

Agricola in the main except that he entirely dispenses with

the head voice. Heller is of the same opinion as Agricola

regarding the two registers.

Petri is a strong believer in everyone learning to use

the falsetto voice when the aria is too high for his voice.

Aubigny discusses the problem of uniting the tones of the

registers. Lasserpgives exercises for making the transition

as imperceptible as possible (20, pp. 116-122).

France.--There is only one brief French source on vocal

registers. It is a comment describtng the Xalstt veice qua>

ity as being unnatural and forced (20, pp. 122-124).

England.--From England there is also little to be found.

Bayly repeats what Tosi has to say. Tenducci cautions against

forcing the voice (20, p. 124).
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omparison--During the early years of bel canto the

head voice was regarded as false, thus the name falsetto,

It could have been due to the music being written not requir-

ing extreme upper range. However, by the time of Tosi it was

regarded as essential for a singer. Also by his time the im-

portance of blending the registers was recognized.

The Germans and Italians were in accordance of opinion

until the time of Agricola who felt head voice and falsetto

were not one, instead there were three registers.

All of the Germans agreed with the Italians as to the

necessity of a perfect union of the registers and the way by

which to acquire this end.

Neither the French or English sources made outstanding

contributions to this topic (20, pp. 124-125).

One difference in voices today and the "Golden Age of

Song" is that present day singers require more "weight of

tone"and "must be prepared to run the whole gamut of dynamics

t color "(38, p. 40).

Physical Upaac of the

Woe fl ntr

Emil-Behnke relates how the vocal cords look under

different circumstances and in the individual registers when

seen by the laryngoscope. In the "thick" or chest register

the vocal ligaments are closed except for a small space through

which the vocalized air passes. The ligaments look short and

thick and vibrate to their entire length and width. If the
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singer tends to push the chest register beyond its natural

limit it becomes unmistakably red and finally the voice will

crack and the vocal ligaments burst apart. In the medium or

"thin" register the vocal ligaments appear slightly stretched,

and, therefore, longer and thinner. The opening becomes a

bit more definite also. With the head register the vocal liga-

ments are firmly closed for two-thirds amount of the length

and the remaining one-third is apart (7, pp. 104-105).

Voice Classification

In the analyzation of a voice a wise diagnostician

reserves the right to change his mind for sometimesyhe may

discover he has erred in his previous decision. Too often

pupils feel that classifying a voice should be an instantaneous

opinion after a brief and casual hearing. It is the ignorant

teacher who will yield to this foolish whim of a student.

When such as this takes place and the instructor makes an

incorrect analysis much wasted time will result.

"The experienced diagnostician pays far more attention

to the native 'texture' (timbre) quality, and to oolor' than

to range" (9, p. 15). The range alone may be extremely decep-

tive. For example, some individuals are known to possess a

three octave range. The middle voices, 1. 0. mezzo-soprano,

mezzo-contraltos, and tenor-baritones, can often reach a wide

span on each and of their practical range. However, it is

unwise for a teacher to give literature utilizing these parts



of the voice until maturity, and a basic, firm foundation

is laid in the range where the voice is most comfortable.

The human voices are usually classified in six types:

three female voices--soprano, mezzo-soprano, and contralto,
and three male voices--tenor, baritone, and bass.

Brown (9, p. 27) gives these basic divisions of the

voice: High - Coloratura Soprano
Lyric Soprano
Dramatic Soprano
Countertenor
Lyric Tenor
Robust Tenor

Medium - Mezzo-Soprano
Mezzo-Contralto
Tenor Baritone
Bass Baritone

Low - Contralto
Basso Cantante
Basso Profondo

The quality of a voice is determined by the length,

breadth and flexibility of the vocal cords as well as the
size, depth and quality of the bones forming the sounding

boards. These ranges differ in books of different nation-

alities.

It is the teacher's place to be able to detect even the
slight differences of color in the human voice by an acute

musical sense of hearing.

Stanley (69) feels that the properly used voice should
have a range of three octaves at least. When the range is

74



limited he feels it is due to improper training or faulty

registration. "Faulty registration, with the accompanying

incorrect resonance adjustment, may curtail the range by an

octave or even more" (69, p. 61).

Wilcox also asserts that every soprano,mezzo or contralto

with normal voice should be able to comfortably vocalize a

span of three octaves. "Adult singers often experience

greater difficulty in achieving such wide range without a

long period of practice; but only because they are handi-

capped by incorrect habits, which induce interfering muscle

reflexes" (80, p. 12).

The immediate vocalizing of such a wide range is possible

only by employing the falsetto tone for the higher pitches in

the male voice. However, after the muscles have been developed

through exercise, the tone can be greatly extended and ultimate-

ly extend to almost the same distance if not the full range

of three octaves.

Quite often a beginning student produces a vocal tone

with so many bad habits that it is not possible at first to

hear the true, natural tone. In such a case the difficulties

and obstacles must be removed so the real quality and range

of the voice can show through.

Tessitura

Too often A singer mistakenly looks for the lowest and

the highest notes in a composition. He should, rather, be
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looking for the "tessitura" or average level to see if it

is too high or too low. "The tessitura is judged by the

fact that in different voices, different groups of tones

show, more than others, major force, facility, elast city,

sonority, and tractability" (49, p. 47).

Just because a low voice can reach higher tones this

does not mean that the voice should be developed to the great-

est extent in the upper range. In reference to a contralto,

Samoiloff says, "It is futile for her to strain and struggle

to be a mezzo or dramatic soprano, merely to utilize the

higher tones her voice may possess, and tolose thereby all

the glorious quality that appears when the voice is in its

natural range" (80, p. 43).

Many of the authorities say Ib is much more difficult to

determine the tessitura of an improperly trained voice than

it is to judge a voice which has never been tampered with.

"Lack of responsiveness and elasticity may come from

insufficient development, from an incorrect method of singing,

or from the deterioration of the larynx caused by the abuse

of the singing instrument" (4, p. 87). When there is an

irregularity of physical development it is very easy to mis-

interpret a voice.

Registers

Marchesi (48) says that registers are positions which

the larynx can take when the singer wills it. There should

be no hard, fast rule as to where the register change takes
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place since this depends to a great extent upon the individual

differences. However, the pattern can be observed within a

few notes of each voice and it is wise not to try to force

the voice for an appreciable distance beyond these notes,

"The purpose of registers is not to create difficulties

for the singer, but to make his performance easy. If it were

not for registers, an extended range of voice wouldbbe impos-

sible" (84, p. 88). If everything is going right the registers

can be temporarily forgotten.

Lamperti (43) asserts that the female voice consists of

three registers: chest, mixed, and head, while the male voice

consists of only two: chest and mixed.

Most of the low notes of the lower voices are sung in the

chest register. Vibration of air is in the chest. In thermedi-

um register there is a quality of brilliance and the cords are

shortened and vibrate on the edges only. The vibration is

felt in the mouth against the upper teeth. In the third

register the cords vibrate only about one-half of their length.

Here the sound is felt more in the head. However, "head voice"

does not mean the focusing of sound energy there, because the

larynx could hardly be placed in any such region. Rather it is

a sensation which accompanies production of a tone. Zay gives

the following description of the three registers:

When low tones are produced, the vocal bands vibrate
over their full length. The depth of tone created seeks
an ample resonance-cavity in which to gain sonority and
principally uses the chest for this purpose; in fact, the
chest and larynx are placed thus closely together to
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facilitate this result. As we move up the scale, thehigher pitch necessitates a tightening of the bands,
and presently the limit of this tension is reached.

But at this point, the intrinsic muscles effect amarvelous change; they draw together the bands at oneend, which has the effect of shorteningmlem, and on-sequently the pitch is raised without undue strain.This brings into play a new action, and produces alighter quality of tone, not less powerful, because theintensity is increased. The natural resonance-chamber
for this medium or middle register is the middle of theresonance*tract, which consists of the larynx in thecentre, the upper part of the chest under it, and themouth and upper pharynx above.

This mechanism continues for nearly an octave inthe middle of the voice, the tension gradually beingincreased to raise the pitch. When the natural limitof this mechanism is reached, the intrinsic musclesonce more come to our assistance and shorten the bandsagain. This again produces a lighter quality of tonebut again the rapidly increasing intensity makes itmost powerful. The natural resonance of the tone inthis register is principally in the cavities of thehead, hence its name (84, pp. 88-89).

"In a free production there are Jno (audible) registers.

The production is the same throughout the entire range of

the voice" (4, p. 136). In How to i Lilli Lehmann states,
"The organs, through the skillful training of the teacher, as
well as by the exercise of the pupil's talent and industry,
must be accustomed to taking such position that one vocal
position leads into another imperceptibly" (48, p. III).
"When we have acquired control of the registers we continue

to seek our use of them by indirect sensations rather than by
our ears. We feel a general relief and ease when entering a
higher register" (45, p. 60).

The uneven and weak tones are referred to as changes of
register. They appear in most every untrained voice and even
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very few of the; trained students manage to master the scale

with no break. To retain the sound of evenness it is wise

to slip into the adjusted resonance a few tones lower than

is absolutely necessary. This guarantees no sound of tension

or harsh quality.

Temporary flakes of mucus may weight the cords "enabling

them to oscillate even more slowly than at the bottom of their

normal chest register" (45, p. 56). This is why when one is

hoarse, has a cold, or it is early in the morning he can usually

produce notes that ordinarily lie below his effective compass.

In every generation there are the cherished few excep-

tionally gifted singers who can soar to extremely high tones

orho can make very low tones ring with vibrancy. For the

young student with such a talent it is wise to work within

a normal easy range using the extreme notes only occasionally

until he understands precisely how to care for the special

endowment. "A stiffening and exertion will surely come with

effort to reach too far in either direction, and often will

result in complete loss of this extreme range from overuse

and from bad production" (54, p. 40).

A forced voice is evident to the audience as well as to

the singer himself. The tone will perhaps be out of tune,

pinched, harsh and dry sounding. There will often appear

noticable physical distortions of the throat, face and mouth.
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Of course, the producer of the forced tone will feel very

uncomfortable as a result of the damaging effects on the

vocal apparatus.

Eventually a bruise may appear on the vocal cord which

turns into a hardened nodule called a node. Henceforth, this

spot will no longer produce a single sound. This, in turn,

makes even the speaking voice hoarse and husky. If the singer

rests his voice and the node goes away due tol lack of friction

it will be more susceptible to return and, perhaps, others

along with it. This will continue until the correct vocal

method of product ion is employed.

Nature will stop one from singing incorrectly if he does

not stop himself. As a result of pushing or forcing the voice,

The singer's complaints and vocal sicknesses range from
all kinds of inflammation of the larynx and pharynx,
nasal irritations.and sinus afflictions, to the great
final collapse, an actual displacement of the vocal
cords out of their normal alignment (30, p. 64).

There must be an awareness of proper vocal balance not

only for the present time but also in order to keep vitality

and correct tonality throughout many years.

"Range and quality inherent in a voice develop and

mature with age and correct use" (55, p. 27). Low voices

should not neglect the high tones justas high voices should

not omit singing the low tones for proper development. How-

ever, most authorities agree that the singer should begin

practice not at the extremes of his range but rather in the

place where it is the most natural. "When technic has been
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perfected in the middle, where it is easiest, its application

to the extremes will make them easier, but at the top or the

bottom is no place to practice technic" (74, p. 43). Hinman

says, "Stretch the voice like a piece of elastic--from the

middle--both ways" (38, p. 40). Christy continues, "An ex-

tensive and fully usable vocal compass is obtained on the

basis of ease by strengthening control and flexibility on

less difficult tones in the middlevoice" (12, p. 160>0ol. 1).

Persistent notes on the outer limits of the vocalizing range

will only weaken the control.

However, tremelo will result when a&young voice attempts

to extend his range too rapidly. For increasing the range

continuous vigorous practice is necessary but not on a con-

state loud, heavy tone. Rather lighter dynamics and a bright

easily produced tone should be employed.

Pract ice

The beginner should be given simple exercises which deal

with intonation and rhythm. Repetition under expert guidance

will yield efficient and automatic response. For acquiring

strength and muscular control, rhythm is an important factor.

"Rhythm of movement makes for strengthgrace, dexterity, and

control, because it allows our muscles to work with each other,

in proper order of function and in unison" (49, p. 50).

Speed, accuracy, and purity of intonation are attained

by practicing with speed in fast passages rather than slowing
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down the tempo. This action should not be a physical one in

compelling the throat to sing faster but it should be a

mental reaction as a response to the demand from the auditory

centers (4, p. 87).

After a flexibility and elasticity has been gained the

florid exercises should be joined with sustained exercises.

In sustained exercises, those: ,which descend in pitch should

be used rather than those ascending in pitch.

The next exercise for strengthening and conditioning

the voice should be towTactice a crescendo and decrescendo

on a single, sustained tone. This should encompass all the

pitches throughout the range of a voice. The practice of a

trill is invaluable for developing elasticity and flexibility.

Staccato exercises are excellent for developing a lighter,

freer and more flexible adjustment of the vocal cords. Stac-

cato and florid exercises also extend the range. The note of

higher pitches in scales and arpeggios should be lightly

touched and gradually they may be sustained with success

(4, p. 87).

Interpretation

Fields regards interpretation as, "The communication of

mood and thought values; the final rendering of a piece of

vocal music so that its fullest meaning is intelligible to a

listener (26, p. 29).

Although some singers have not been blessed with unusual

vocal talent they have made a success in singing due to their
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ability to interpret with feeling, beautiful style and under-

standing. By the same token there have been many extremely

vocally talented persons who have failed to be a success in

the musical world because "they lack musicianship, they lack

style, interpretative power, stage presence, and personality"

(19, p. 28). The difference is that when it comes to the

matter of interpretation with the skillful artist, he does

what he will. Whereas, the unskillful singer does only what

he can. He has not so completely mastered technic that he

is capable of carrying out just any idea which he may wish.

It is a fact that throughout the ages literature repeated-

ly refers to the power which music has tbxemove and influence

men. "It is obvious that, in order to have the power to

move men' by song, or to be a singer in the highest sense of

the term, you should have a pleasing and well-produced voice,

adequate musicianship, and cultural education or background"

(55, p. 34). In the same vain Bachner says, "Musically, we

cannot give what we are not musicians to give; emotionally,

we cannot give what we are incapable of feeling; and technically

we cannot give what the vocal instrument is not free to give"

(4, p. 124). This musicality, emotional maturity and vocal

technique should be encouraged even from the earliest and most

simple songs.
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Historical Evidence-twa -

"In the case of early music, interpretation is primarily

a matter of study of standards and styles entirely different

from those of the current repertory" (2, p. 359). As fbr the

Italian school, "The old masters left few-sometimes not any-

indicat ions as to the manner in which their music should be

rendered" (35, p. 44). Thus the proper interpretations have

been passed down by mouth for the large majority.

In regard to the singers' physical movement, Duey (20)

relates that during the Bel Canto Age they were warned against

distortions of the body. The head was to be held in an upright

position, the body also comfortably poised. The lips could

have a small trace or suggestion of a smile. The eyes and

forehead were not to be moved about from the normal relaxed

position.

Intellectual and Emotional Elements

"The ability to interpret the works of the poets and

composers is the crowning achievement of the artist" (31, p.

69). Christy (12) asserts that wise interpretation must have

a balance between the intellectual and emotional elements. A

purely intellectual approach to a composition yields boring,

stagnant results. The entirely emotional approach becomes

ridiculous in "overdoing" rather than exciting and appealing.

Montell (51) reminds us that the purpose oft)art ,or sing-

ing, is the message. Perfect and beautiful runs, adequate
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to this end--delivery of message. Most authorities agree that

in studying a song the first step should be to examine the

words very closely in order to find the general classification,

It may be one of many moods including dramatic, narrative,

reminiscent, introspective, contemplative, florid or sentimental.

One of the greatest faults of singers is that they do not

spend nearly enough time studying the lyrics of a song written

in a foreign language. It is essential, when singing in a

language other than that one with which the singer is very

familiar, much time should be spent in obtaining a literal

translation of every word. Too often the words are written to

be sung in English and they do not actually express the true

feelings of the original language and intent of the composer.

Justice to the

It is important to interpret the composer as well as the

poet. In order to do this the singer must be a sincere musician

himself. Christy (12) asserts that there must be two distinc-

tive requirements in interpretation, the first being that the

vocalist should be very fair in trying to express to the listen-

ers what the composer intended to convey in the piece of music.

After a composer has finished with a composition he must

leave its performance at the mercy of a vocal artist to per-

form at his own will, based on former knowledge. Very often

the composer will hear his piece executed in a completely
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different concept from which he had intended. The vocalist

may misinterpret and even have a wrong comprehension in

general. This is the chance he must be willing to take.

However, since the vocalist is singing someone else's music

he is obligated to be true in an attempt to reveal the com-

poser's intentions rather than his personal intentions and

put into the composition ideas and expressions of his own

choosing to show off the voice rather than to execute cor-

rectly the music. In other words, just as the musician should

never choose trite, cheap music for performance, so he should

not treat the music which he does choose in such a manner.

Bachner states that just as we do not have to "make" a

difference between the styles of composers, because there is

already a style in the works themselves, so one does not

have to "put" interpretation into a composition; one has

only to recognize what the inherent values are and consequent-

ly convey the values to the audience (4, p. 125). Very often

this is not indicated clearly by symbols or musical signs

but after a thorough investigation of the lyrics and accom-

paniment the original intent may usually be discovered.

Christy (12) notes that there is no way possible for a composer

to indicate all of his desires and interpretations in notation.

There are no symbols for many of the contributing factors

such as tonal color and intensity. "A musical score is a

very crude way for a composer to convey all that he wishes

to convey. The singer must, of necessity, regard the score
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as the barest reference pattern" (63, p. 66).

The personal and creative element in the performance
of music which, similar in this respect to the dramatic
play, depends upon a middleman forming the link between
the composer and the audience. The player or conductor,
while studying the composition, absorbs it and, conscious-
ly or unconsciously, models it according to his own
general ideas and taste. His personal interpretation
is the great privilege of the performer, granted him by
the composer. A really fine performer will always be
aware of the responsibility towards the work which this
privilege imposes upon him (2, p. 359).

Creativity

The second distinct requirement Christy (12) regards in

interpretation is the matter of the singer recreating the

work according to his own understanding and imagination.

This will result in a free light upon the composition rather

than a duplication of another's feelings. In performance

the singer should completely identify himself with the mood,

setting and text--just as the actor identifies himself with

the character whose part he is portraying.

The first requirement Christy mentions in reference to

interpretation (expression as the composer intended) may be

developed by reading and discussing the various styles which

have been accepted as rather standard. However, to fulfill

the second requirement of creativity there must be personal

experience in a great deal of music through listening and

performing. This also involves the interests and experiences

of daily living in becoming aware of the emotional element

which constitutes life. A study of poetry is especially
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gratifying and a sincere, determined effort towards a sym-

pathetic knowledge of humanity in all areas.

"The keener his imagination, the more vivid the inter-

pretation will be" (31, p. 69). Exercise of the imagination

is a valuable contributing factor as long as it is done with

intelligence and kept in the right perspective. However, it

can be a stumbling block if not properly applied. It must

be remembered that it is not only the words which are impor-

tant but also the mood or emotion the author is trying to con-

vey through the words. There is no one certain way to inter-

pret a composition beautifully. Even with the most sensitive

musicians the interpretation of a given piece of music will

be dealt with differently. "Nevertheless, there is always

a boundary of good taste in style beyond which expression

cannot extend without distortion" (12, p. 190, vol. 1).

Limitations Placed b Periods of
Xsla 7fl ionaT flT

In general, the musician can be safe by following the

mood of the text and the expression marks which the composer

or editor has indicated in the score. However, every vocalist

should know the fundamental styles of vocal literature and the

characteristics peculiar to the various periods of history

and national backgrounds of the foremost composers. This

will tend to put limitations upon the interpretation of ex-

pression. "The prayer of an alert student is for individuality,

but there is an abundance of c opportunity for individuality to
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be displayed after the requirements of tradition have been

met" (32, p. 84).

The true artist should strive to become familiar with

all of the various abhools of music. However, the singer

may be more successful in interpreting one certain style or

works by specific composers. This is characteristic in the

majority of singers just as there is a variance of personalities.

Marchesi reassures the singer that "one is not always

asked to represent and portray feelings one has met with in

life; in fact, it would be quite impossible to expect an

artist to have learned by his own experience all that he is

asked to reproduce"(48, p. 140).

Rather than a singer trying to make a conscious effort

at obtaining the correct mood and interpretation he should be

so "well versed" in the music that it is natural rather than

forced. He destroys all he is attempting to get across when

it is evident that he is seeking to create a mood rather than

actually feeling it from a sincerity of interpretation result-

ing in spontaneity. The singer must guard against growing

stale on a piece of music after several performances. He

must seek to continuously reacquaint himself with what he is

trying to say and the expression which he is striving to con-

vey to his audience.
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Control of Emotions

"In singing, even more than in declamation, the artist

must be in full possession of his nervous power and be able

to dominate his feelings" (48, p. 141). Any artist who runs

nervously about on the stage, pacing wildly from one end to

the other, making extravagant movements with the head, eyes,

arms or hands must be classed as second or third-rate. "What

the lips cannot express, the hands will not" (48, p. 143).

"Should his[the singer'sa emotions become involved, he may

enjoy them, but his audience will remain cold, for his picture

is inverted, not extroverted" (76, p. 110). Lilli Lehman

quite adequately expressed, "Everything has its limits, and

art especially must ever be mindful of it. . . . We must

never go beyond the line of beauty" (44, p. 280).

Facial Expression

The eyes are a great contributing factor in interpret a-

tion. They are governed by a rather involuntary process. If

the voice and spirit is in a particular mood this should be

reflected in the eyes. In his discussion of "Facial Expres-

sion," Joseph Smith lists the following as reflections of

emotions chiefly noted around the eyes:

1. Looking downward - expresses grief, perplexity,
diffidence, shame, humility, disappointment.

2. Upward or raised - joy, delight, hope, pride, ad-
mirat ion.

3. Forward - determination, courage.
4. Averted - disgust, aversion, listening.
5. Around - tranquility, satisfaction, self-complaceney.
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6. Rolling the eyes - expresses despair, rage, madness,
jealousy.

7. Glaring - madness, revenge, distraction,pain, rage,
jealousy.

8. Staring - boasting.
9. Vacant - despair.

10. Fixed and wide - fear, terror, despair, consternation.
11. Flashing - malice, anger (67, p. 152).

Due to an immediate break of communication with the audience,

singing with the eyes closed is unwise.

The eyebrows can also express reflection of feelings

when knit and when elevated. By motions and various positions

of the head one can create expression.

"Your face must be the soft clay submitting to your will,

your power of transfiguration" (33, p. 129).

Contributions of Various
FacetsofMusialitz

There should be other factors mentioned which contribute

to correct interpretation or are the results of correct

interpretation. The voice may be said to use colors just as

the artist uses them. The tone or color of a voice can re-

flect any emotion; joy, fear, anger, pain, a coarse quality,

humor, sadness, reverence and many others. "Producing tone

color is not a mechanical thing; it is an emotional thing"

(83, p. 4o).

Phrasipg is also a very important contributing factor.

"The phrase is the unit of music" (70, p. 243). The intensity

rises and falls with the melodic line. There should be no

mistake as to where the phrase ends. This requires a knowl-

adge of all types of cadences.
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Naturally r hmplays an imperative part in the role of

interpretation. A certain amount of rubatos permissle

but completely distorting the rhythm is unforgivable.

Many of the authorities stress the importance of the

singer listening to many individuals of varied styles, periods,

nationalities and ranges. This can be the best teacher in

interpretation-ahearing how those who have acclaimed fame

as artists have done.

"Thus music is an art born in one man's brain and illus-

trated and explained by the intelligence of another more or

less capable of understanding the real sense or worth of the

work he presents to the public" (48, p. 137).

To win and hold the attention of an audience, to

magnetize feeling until the electric current of intimate

communication is established-then to satisfy that feeling
of expectancy to the point where it is ready to burst
with enthusiasm: that is showmanship" (17, p. 134).

The Teacher

If we could consult our memory as to the earliest

days of our earthly existence, every one of us would,
according to D'Aubigny, confess that the sweet notes of

some benefactress lulling us to sleep were (next to the

warming nourishment imbibed at her breast) the source

of the first enjoyable sensations prepared for us. . .

Indeed one might say that in the very cradle we receive

our first singing lessons (3, p. 17).

No matter what technique may be gained from reading and

studying alone it remains evident that every pupil who wishes

to remain a singer must from time to time consult a vocal

specialist. This applies to those of advanced age, as well

as beginning artists, as long as they continue to sing. "No
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singer can be an accurate or unbiased judge of his own tech"

nique--he can never hear himself as others do" (1, p. 16).

It is true that anyone who wishes may proclaim himself

a teacher of voice, without diploma or any such indication of

formal training, experience or ability. Nothing refrains the

teacher from charging any amount which he thinks he can collect,

nor is there anyone of any organization which will convict him

for malpractice if he does not succeed in successfully imparting

the art to the pupil. However, in most cases only those de-

voted with a love for the profession will continue to teach

because otherwise it is too nerve-racking and there is not

enough financial profit to be gained.

Speaking of teachers of singing, Oscar Comnetant says

there are those who "are not able to achieve possibilities,

so they promise miracles" (35, p. 2). Concerning this matter

Tosi, master teacher of the Golden Age of Bel Canto reminded

us, "From the first lesson to the last let the master remember,

that he is answerable for any omission in his instructions

and for the errors he did not correct" (72, p. 14).

Included as "Advice to Students" in Christy's book is an

"Avoid and Remember" list prepared by the American Academy of

Teachers of Singing. Following are listed the "avoids" per-

taining to selecting a teacher:

1. Avoid teachers who make extravagant promises and
beguile by flattery.

2. Avoid teachers who advertise as "the greatest living
authority."
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3. Avoid teachers who claim the discovery of new and
wonderful methods.

4. Avoid teachers who promise results in a short or

specified time. Voice is a physical development
in which the muscles are trained to coordinate. This
takes time and varies with the individual.

5. Avoid teachers who claim to teach the method of some
weli known artist with whom they have never studied,
or possibly for only a short period.

6. Avoid teachers who offer a few tricks as a "cure-all"
for vocal ills. They should be shunned as one shuns
a quack or a patent-medicine.

7. Avoid "correspondence" teachers. Teaching requires
personal contact, close observation and constant
reiteration (12, p. 20, vol. 1).

Christy adds five "avoids" to the previous list:

1. Avoid the teacher who insists continually on fortis-
simo singing.

2. Avoid study with an opera or professional singer whose
voice lasted only a short time, forcing them to teach
for a livlihood. They will most likely transmit the
very faults which shortened their careers, since that
is all they know.

3. Avoid the teacher who assigns demanding operatic arias
of fortissimo, dramatic songs with wide range in the
first year of study, or at any time before the voice
is free and even over an adequate range.

4. Avoid teachers whose students all sound alike--they
are slavishly imitating their teacher, an unwise and
dangerous procedure.

5. Avoid teachers whose students, although still in their
teens or early twenties sound as mature and powerful
as voices in their forties. A young voice should
sound young, maturity should be gradual and natural,
not forced (12, p. 21, vol. 1).

"A student never should be considered as an inanimate vocal

instrument in the class mass, but rather as an individual with

viewpoints, musical preferences, and the ability to suggest ideas

worthy of careful consideration by the instructor" (12, p. 198,

vol. 2). The teacher must be aware of emphasizing the positive

rather than concentrating on negative points. This negative

attitude tends to drive away enthusiasm and confidence for the
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criticism, nagging and scolding and then offers no hints for

correction is unkind, inconsiderate and often knows no remedy

himself. Likewise, a teacher who is always complimentary and

flattering is not only unwise but just plain dishonest. The

pupil should be given criticism and encouragement for good

psychology.

Students must realize that the teacher does not believe

himself infallible. The teacher, like the pupil will be con-

tinuously improving or retrograding. "There is no ending to

the study of any art" (9, p. 157). It is certainly not just

a matter of the teacher knowing everything or else knowing

nothing. In fact the teacher more often than not learns from

the pupil. To establish good rapport with the student McDonald

lists five points for the pupil to follow:

1. If you disagree, ask questions.
2. If you hear a song you would like to sing, ask for it.
3. Don't stay with a song you don't like.
4. If a song doesn't feel right, try transposing.
5. Rely on your own taste (50, p. 32).

He further states that these ideas do not need to be in accor-

dance with those of the teacher. It is simply meant torstimu-

late the thinking of the pupil and to give the teacher an

opportunity to know what these thoughts are.

Until the student has made some progress in acquiring at

least the rudiments of vocal excellence he is not oriented

enough to pass judgement of his instructor's teaching ability.

This is to be absolutely separated from personal appearance,
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age, sex, idiosyncrasies and traits in general. From merely

looking at the individual, his studio and his collection of

music one cannot tell his competence as a teacher.

It is a lifelong study to grasp even a part of what is

known concerning any one feature of singing. It is true that

one singing teacher is strong in some one department and

equally so that none is proficient in all.

The teaching profession would benefit by more reciprocity
between the general practitioner and the specialist, in
place of the armed neutrality which often exists at pre-
sent. We need more co-operation, more kindly feeling of
give-and-take between ourselves, more interchange of ideas,
and appreciation of each others' work (1, p. 21).

Allen says there is more dissention in the teaching of music

than in any other field concerning the "technical grounds for

the production of the voice" (1, p. 22). Yet the basic and

fundamental principles in the training of the art should ulti-

mately result as the same for each voice in each language.

Only the approach and application should differ with individual

pupil and teacher. Intolerance of another teacher is abominable

and extremely unethical. Irresponsible criticism is a result

of professional jealousy or lack of understanding and, therefore,

implies ignorance (79, p. 46).

With a new pupil "The teachers must start by penetrating

character and personality, as well astthe voice materials"

(48, p. 164). Although the teacher is extremely important, a

great amount of the success depends on the willingness, patience

and ability to think on the part of the pupil. The great
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composer and teacher, Sidney Homer, has written:

There is nothing more strange than this question of
voice teachers. I have, long since, made up my mind
that when a pupil does not make progress it is not, neces-
sarily, a reflection of the teacher. Another pupil will
do wonderfully under the same teacher's care, and the
unsuccessful pupil will get along famously under another
master. There is an alchemy about it, a reaction of
personalities, a mysterious mutual helpfulness, an un-
explainable sympathy (9, p. 158).

However, some teachers are a great psy ecological inspiration

and make the pupil sing better than he can do on his own. If

the result is failure the student should not resign himself

to this loss but rather should patronize another studio.

The teacher is usually faced with students having vary-

ing problems related to elements of character. There are

those who are consistently late with innumerable excuses

prepared to argue their case and always there are those who

for one reason or another have been unable to practice since

the time of the last voice lesson. These are nothing but habits-

not concerning the vocal apparatus but yet they will definitely

hinder the work if not corrected by the teacher at the very

beginning (14, p. 42).

If the singer is not gifted with a "natural" voice but

rather a small, thin, breathy one with, perhaps, little re-

sonance, it is the teacher's responsibility to try to build

one. Often times we find that when an instrument is made for

a pupil rather than his being naturally endowed with the gift,

the pupil will result a much better artist. This is due to

the fact that a much more concentrated effort has gone into
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the learning process and many additional hours of practice on

the development of correct technique is necessary that would

not be mandatory for the "naturally" gifted. In addition,

the individual with the talent which must be "made" finds

that since he cannot rely on a beautiful tone alone he must

apply extra concentration to powers of mental and emotional

development to a higher degree (12, p. 22, vol. 1).

There is no lack of vocal raw material today but rather

a lack of sound guidance and direction for the talent. Poor

training for a period in one's vocal career simply means that

if success is pursued he simply must relearn the incorrect

techniques mastered during a time when he should be performing

or making headway in the profession.

Since it is very important that the fundamental procedures

and techniques be learned correctly to avoid time loss in

re-learning, it is very valuable that a pupil who intends to

make a career of singing begins with an experienced and capable

teacher. The formulation of bad habits is damaging to a good

foundation. It also can produce a feeling of insecurity

when the student is taught one method then told to completely

forget this and begin again. Often the student will tend to

wonder as to the worth of it.

Most musicians who are proficient on any instrument con-

sider themselves capable of handling and teaching the human

voice or instrument--the larynx. To be sure he may convey to

the student a knowledge of "singing in time" or even how to
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"sight-sing", but he is definitely not trained adequately or

capable of forming and cultivating the essential techniques

or tone. "Most musicians lack a sufficiently intimate knowl-

dge of the voice and of its education, and possess no diag-

nostic power for the correct classification of voices" (3,

p. 17). Thus one sees a voice may be ruined by training from

those who are excellent teachers or performers in another

facet of the field of music.

Peregrino Benelli of the Bernacchi School says: "For

initiation into singing it is necessary to have a master who

is a good vocalist himself" (3, p. 18). A teacher should have

his own voice very well trained for several years and then

spend a period observing literally scores of cases as to

problems and treatment. Just as a medical student is not

allowed to treat a patient until after many months of obser-

vation, so the vocal teacher should not be allowed to "treat

the voice."

There are far too many ex-singers or would-be singers

who take up teaching as a last resort. If one has had many

years of practical experience on a stage he may approach teach-

ing with the vigor and interest which he formerly possessed

for the stage and therefore, he can be a very valuable aid to

the student wishing to sing professionally. However, often

times this is not the case. In many instances the retired

performer has spent years developing his own technique and

repertoire to a high degree but yet he does not possess the
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ability to detect, diagnose and treat the faults of those

who approach him in the studio for help. Another item in

question of great relevance is pertaining to the temperament

of the retired performer and how he will adjust to the studio.

As is evident, two wide extremes may easily be involved. Also

discipline, teacher-pupil relationships, ability to instill in

the pupil the incentive to work and learn, and psychology of

dealing with an individual must be considered along; with

countless other items (l, p. 19).

In his book, On Studying SingiqZ, Sergius Kagen discusses

the four basic approaches to vocal technique. There are the:

(1) mechanistic or scientific, (2) sensation, (3) imitation,

and (4) "trial and error." In reference to the "mechanistic"

approach Martino says: "The aim of every teacher should be to

base the culture of the voice upon scientific knowledge of

acoustical and physiological laws" (49, p. 27). On the other

hand, many teachers believe this a ridiculous manner by which

to teach singing. All vocal problems are solved in the studio

rather than in physical science laboratory "because not one

of the problems confronting the vocal student is physical.

They are all mental" (14, p. 38). All that may be learned from

a study of physiology is the construction of the voice box

and its function while singing. This is of equal importance

to the singer as a knowledge of the construction of a piano is

to the pianist (14, p. 39).
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In contradistinction to the technical approach there is

the psychological approach or "sensation". "The process is

psychologic, not physiologic" (13, p. iii). However, teach-

ing someone a particular sensation which you yourself may

experience is a very difficult matter. The problem lies mainly

in the limitations of semantics. A big problem which confronts

the teacher is the realization that every individual thinks

differently--music reaches him through the ear; "but the

only thing that is cognizant is the mind" (14, p. 40). There-

fore, no two people will ever experience the same reaction.

The tones we think are the ones we sing. We can sing a tone

as beautifully as we think it, likewise a student singing the

wrong pitch is thinking the wrong pitch.

By the same token a note sung to a pupil is often more

instructive than the best explanation. Therefore, in many

respects listening and imitating does the most for the learner.

With this realization one sees that creating an opportunity to

hear the best artists is a lesson indispensible for the student.

"All vocal instruments are as individual as their posses-

sors in their physical potentialities, in their possibilities

of development, and in their responsiveness and reactions

to the application of natural laws" (4, p. 116). The laws do

not change but the means of approach and application for de-

velopment vary with the individual. It is the teachers position

to recognize the psychological and physical interferences

and hence, have an awareness of the problem and thus begin
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treatment by the "trial and error" method.

It is wise to use what is called the "case method" for

presenting a new principle of singing "by means of a portion

of some standard song concretely illustrating the point to

be made, rather than through the comparative abstraction of

a mere exercise" (76, p. 1). This is the same principle

which the law students employ by learning a technicality of

law by studying actual cases on file.

The teacher should "give the student crutches if it is

necessary, but don't let him keep them" (21, p. 17). One

must help the student think, give him goals, and initiative

and develop his taste and understanding. The "unpardonable

sin" of teaching is to have a student performing to please

the teacher in a manner demanded by the teacher with no ori-

ginality whatsoever on the part of the student.

"The most difficult thing in voice-training is to guide

the pupil's practice when he is away from the studio" (13,

p. iii). The best approach in solving this problem is by

giving the pupil vocal-exercises which he understands and may

strive to perfect. If he does not thoroughly understand more

harm is done than good with the outside practicing.

"The exceptional teacher is as rare as the great artist"

(4, p. 117). It is a talent just as is vocal artistry and

may not be acquired in a school for "the gift for the diag-

nosis of vocal causal ills cannot be taught" (4, p. 117).
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"Having given all your knowledge, do not expect gratiu-

tude. The perfect result of your efforts must be the reward"

(48, p. 165).
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to present a plan of study

for a course in Vocal Pedagogy. The authorities consulted

consisted of three groups. The first group was persons re-

sponding to questionnaires sent to colleges and universities

over the nat ion. Secondly, answers and opinions came from

personal interview with members of the North Texas State

University voice faculty. Thirdly, information was collected

from persons stating opinions through documents and books.

The study did not include a thorough comparison of pre-

vious or contemporary vocal pedagogical method books; instead,

mention was made of valuable excerptsfrom many of the various

sources and schools of thought consulted.

The basic hypothesis was that there could and should be

a prescribed plan of study for a course in Vocal Pedagogy. The

basic assumption was that views of authorities could be col-

lected and these views would offer legitimate foundation for

a Vocal Pedagogy course.

During research of the history of vocal study it was

found that there are numerous assertions as to the origin of

song. One of the theories of the history of singing is that
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song originated with Nature itself. There are many Biblical

references to vocal music. In ancient Greece the philosophers

of the earliest civilizations placed emphasis on vocal training

and its relation to the success of such careers as oratory.

From the Roman empire history cites various accounts of the

effects which vocal music had on the lives and dispositions

of the Emperors. However, formal training for the voice did

not occur until many centuries later. In 600 A. D. Pope

Gregory contributed towards musical training in the Schola

Cantorum in Rome. After polyphonic music was introduced into

the church, choir training became a necessity. Development

of the opera also brought about a demand for private vocal

training. During the Golden Age of Bel Canto the ttnatural"l

method of singing was practiced and taught. Since this period

vocal music has been increasingly important to society in

general.

Conclusions Concernin Administrat iveanr In t nTa plans

Answers were sought for questions concerning "The Ad-

ministrative and Instructional Plan" for a course in vocal

pedagogy. Quite often the faculty which was interviewed

expressed opposing views to those reported in the question-

naire. The reader must be reminded that these two sources

must not be considered of equal weight. Thirty-two institu-

tions (which denotes the same number of faculties) responded to

the questionnaire while only one faculty group was represented
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nth tersKnal inti. The ting 1iMUGI dtely oo1'-

ing ar a condensation of the iistr tional nd inostruction-

al details thought valid for t ahe course -II,;tVocal toy.

.The cAlJs eQs c -fbe inhoIsed :n - c': 1eda-

gogy course are Junior, senior and Gradate students in college.

. A majority o the authorities felt hat th students

naj Jo.rin( in VOiCe shoVld b reauird to enroll. in 1 a VoCrl

Ped-wogy course. Students in many of: the other fachtZ o

-usic should be allowed to elect the course; esosEciallyt>ose

Who have a concentration in -vic. This usually involves

those -ho I e tohn music education and for varis

reasons theyilL be called upon at soM& tifomr details

concerns a&voice produCtion.

3. The majority of opinions shows that the course should

be held twice weekly in one hour sessions. Thus two hours

credit should be earned for the course.

4. on' xinssiy one-hacf c the class time should .'be

srent in lecture'by the p uIr rofessor. The remaining tine

should allow for dewonstration a ractical applicition of

the theoretical knowieds< earned Uva Iecture. / majority

of th tonstratn tte shoil be used by the students for

practice. apicatian. Some dnonstrntion time Iol d b

utilized by, the re gular rofessor or by visitors for i1)11ustra-

tion. A small percent of the cLss ti'e should be devoted

to oral reports of outside research conducted by the students.
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5. The authorities consulted reported that when estab-

lishing a course in Vocal Pedagogy there are a few items of

equipment which are absolutely mandatory. These itmes are

(a) a piano, (b) recordings, (c) tape recorder and (d) mirrors.

There are additional items such as a metronome, charts of

anatomy including the larynx, slides and films which may prove

helpful.

6. It was thought that the teacher of a Vocal Pedagogy

course should be an experienced or active performer. Also it

is very necessary that he shall have had wide experience in

teaching voice as his primary field. Approximately one-third

of those questioned felt that a Master's Degree should be the

minimum requirement for adequate training.

7, There are two books which were recommended for use

as a text in a Vocal Pedagogy course. Christy's sxpresve

Singing is good for presenting a direct answer to nearly

every facet involved in teaching voice. However, Field's

Training the Singing Voice was felt to be a much more thorough

book. It gives opinions and positions concerning the primary

areas of singing and at no time provides a conclusion as to

which authority is most correct. Rather, the views are pre-

sented and conclusions must be reached by the reader. The

respondents felt that the Fields book was an excellent refer-

ence for orienting the student in vocal pedagogy and giving

him opportunity for personal evaluation of the best manner of

present ing techniques.
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8. It is usually accepted on college level for the

beginning voice pupil to work primarily on techniques; only

English and Italian languages are introduced. For the inter-

mediate pupil German and French are begun and the basic fun-

damentals of singing these languages are established. In the

advanced stage operatic and oratorio arias, German Lieder,

French and contemporary compositions are studied thoroughly.

There are many collections of songs which contain representa-

tive works of these various types and stages of difficulty.

In a Vocal Pedagogy course the student should become acquainted

with the more widely accepted volumes.

Conclusions Concernin Concepts of
TeLih VocalfedagOg~-

The most crucial problem in designing a course of Vocal

Pedagogy lies in determining which topics regarding singing

are most important for discussion. Through the sources con-

sulted it was considered valid to divide the broad area of

general techniques into four main divisions: breathing, resonance,

range and interpretation. The majority of the information

for this section came from published documents. A summari-

zation of each division follows:

Breathing.--I. The thoracic cavity contains the lungs and

heart. The floor is formed by the diaphragm, the strongest muscle

in the body which should be employed for support in singing.

This allows for inflation of the lungs at the place
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where they can expand to the greatest extent, thus permitting

the largest amount of air to enter.

2. For the purpose of singing the larynx is merely a

housing unit for the vocal cords. The type of voice varies in

the individual with the length andithickness of the vocal cords.

3. The vocal cords do not actually sing. Rather tone is

the result of a column of air being expelled from the lungs

and automatically setting the vocal cords into vibration,

thence rising to the mouth. From there the tone resonates in

the various cavities.

4. In inhalation the breath should be taken with chest

high and stationary. Too great or too small an amount of air

poses additional problems.

5. Breathing through the nose warms, filters and moistens

the air.

6. Suspension is actual control of the breath after it

is inhaled. After correct control is established it should

become more an involuntary process than voluntary.

7. In exhalation concentration should be on the preven-

tion of collapse of the breathing muscles.

8. Recovery is the physical moment of relaxation of

breath control muscles and larynx before a new phrase is attack-

ed.

9. A full deep breath relieves tension of the throat,gives

a flexibility in all the respiratory muscles.
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10. For correct attack adjustment should be made of the

vocal cords and application of the breath must appear at the

same time.

11. The "catch-breath" is a rushing in of air when there

is no time for a long, deep, deliberate breath.

12. Breath should generally be taken at a comma, semi-

colon, period or full-stop.

13. To imagine sustaining a tone a little longer than

it is actually sung will tend to prevent a gasp 
which occurs

if the support is ended too soon.

14. Freedom in breathing must be established in order

to ensure freedom in singing.

15. Breath control may be developed by practicing ade-

quate breathing exercises.

16. Breathing is retarded or agitated by fear, worry,

excitement, confusion, doubt or uncertainty. To a great ex-

tent the supply will depend on the psychological 
state of

the singer.

Resonance.--l. Each voice when sounded gives a resultant

tone with its own distinctive quality or timbre. This natural

quality should always be included 
in plans for the finished

product.

2. A certain amount of vibrato is necessary for proper

resonance but not enough for a "wabbla."
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3. Carrying power is not dependent upon the loudness

of the voice but rather the addition of overtones to the

fundamental tone.

4. Arched, hard substance amplifies and embellishes

tone whereas soft substance submerges and muffles tone.

5. There are several cavities located in the pharynx,

naso-pharynx and mouth which yield the resonance of the voice.

6. A nasal tone is constricted, while a tone with nasal

resonance is free,

7. A more resonant tone is produced when the mouth is

open and the movable parts are employed to a great extent.

.-- l. In the different registers the vocal ligaments

appear dissimilar in length, thickness and vibrations.

2. In determining voice classifications the native

"texture" and "color" should be observed rather than the range

alone*

3. In selecting music for performance the tessitura

should be considered more seriously than the highest and lowest

not es.

4. In the controlled voice there should be no audible

change of registers.

5. The novice should not push his voice beyond the natural

span for fear of irreparable damage. Nature will stop one

from singing incorrectly if he does not stop himself. This

may be with nodes or nodules.
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6. Practice is important for "stretching" the range,

accuracy, flexibility and elasticity.

Intr3retation.--l. A singer endowed with unusual vocal

talent may prove a failure due to a lack of feeling and under-

standing for intelligible interpretation.

2. It is essential that the singer is aware of the mes-

sage he is attempting to portray no matter in what language

he is singing.

3. It is important that the vocalist be fair to the

composer as well as the poet in striving to interpret to his

audience the original intentions of both.

4. The vocalist should be fully aware of the various

styles of composers, schools, periods, and nationalities.

5. The greatest portion of success is dependent upon the

singer's creative and imaginative contribution to a selection.

However, he must be very careful to retain complete control of

his emotions in any event.

6. Physical movement is a great contributing factor in

setting a mood or spirit aslcrgas it is not carried to the

point of absurdity.

The Teacher.--The last point of discussion concerned the

attitudes of those consulted which contribute towards produc-

ing a voice teacher with desirable characteristics. The re-

sulting comments are summarized as follows:
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1. Each person who continues to sing publicly needs the

advice and opinions of a voice teacher.

2. The student should beware of teachers who promise

miracles.

3. The teacher should remember at all times that each

student is an individual and thus he should be treated as such.

4. For wise psychology the teacher should remember to

give encouragement as well as criticism.

5. The teacher must remember that he is not infallible.

6. There must always remain tolerance for other teachers

and their ideas.

7. It is the teachers responsibility to "build" no matter

how large or small the natural gift vocally.

8. The teacher must be capable of "showing" or mastering

a problem as well as giving verbal explanation to the pupil.

9. It is the teacher's obligation to analyze a vocal

problem and immediately begin treatment by the "trial and

error" method.

Recommendations

Recommendations for further research include the need for:

1. A text specifically designed for use in a course of

Vocal Pedagogy.

2. Clarification of terminology used in singing.

Recommendations for college vocal music instructors in-

clude the need for:
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1. The establishment of a program of vocal pedagogy

for schools deficient in this area. Chapter II includes

st ipulat ions concerning adininist rat ive and inst ruct ional

details which are set forth to organize such a course.

2. The incorporation of the singing techniques pre-

sented in Chapter III into the vocal pedagogy course.



APPENDIX A

INSTITUTIONS ANSWERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE

California:

California State College at Los Angles
Los Angles, California

District of Columbia:

Howard University
Washington, D. C.

Florida:

Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida

Stetson University
DeLand, Florida

Illinois:

Chicago Musical College
Thosevelt University
Citeago, Illinois

DePaul University
Chicago, Illinois

Illinois Wesleyan University
School of Music
Bloomington, Illinois

Wheat on College
Conservatory of Music
Wheaton, Illinois

Indiana:

Ball State Teachers College
Muncie, Indiana

Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
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Iowa:

Cornell College
Mount Vernon, Iowa

Kentucky:

University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Maryland:

Peabody Conservatory of Music
Balt imore , Maryland

Mississippi:

Mississippi College
Clinton, Mississippi

New York:

Eastman School of Music
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York

Teachers College
Columbia University
New York, New York

North Carolina:

East Carolina College
Greenville, North Carolina

Ohio:

College -Con servat ory of Music
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio

Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Oklahoma:

College of Fine Arts
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma

Oklahoma City University
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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Pennsylvania:

Duquesne University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania State University
State College, Pennsylvania

South Dakota:

State University of Dakota
Vermillion, South Dakota

Tennessee:

George Peabody College for Teachers
Nashville, Tennessee

Texas:

Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, Texas

Texas Technological College
Lubbock, Texas

Utah:

Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah

Virginia:

Madison College
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Shenandoah Conservatory of Music
Winchester, Virginia

Wisconsin:

Alverno College
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Wyoming:

University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming
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INSTITUTIONS RESPONDING BY STATING THAT

AT PRESENT THEY OFFER NO COURSE

IN VOCAL PEDAGOGY

Arizona:

University of Arizona
Tuscon, Arizona

California:

Stanford University
Stanford, California

Colorado:

University of Denver
Denver, Colorado

Indiana:

Butler University
Indianopolis, Indiana

Massachusetts:

School of Fine and Applied Arts
Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts

Michigan:

Detroit Institute of Musical Art
Detroit, Michigan

Minnesota:

School of Music
Hamline University
Saint Paul, Minnesota
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Mississippi:

Mississippi State College for Women
Columbus, Mississippi

New York:

College of Arts and Sciences
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

Ohio:

School of Music
Ohio University
Athens, Ohio

Oregon:

College of Music
Willamette University
Salem, Oregon

Texas:

School of Music
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas

Trinity University
San Antonio, Texas

Washingt on:

Cornish School of the Allied Arts
Seattle, Washington
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VOICE FACULTY MEMBERS INTERVIEWED AT

NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY

DENTON, TEXAS

Edward Allen Baird

Dorothy Virginia Botkin

Eugene Thomas Conley

Stephen Thomas Farish

Frank Arnold McKinley

Vera Redgrove Neilson
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NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY

DENTON, TEXAS

SCHOOL OF MUSIC November 9, 1964

Dear Sir:

As a graduate student at North Texas State University, I am
presently preparing my Master's Thesis titled "A Recommended
Plan of Study for a Vocal Pedagogy Course.'' To collect the evidence,
I am writing colleges and universities over the nation to learn de-
tails concerning existing plans for teaching Vocal Pedagogy.

Your recent catalogue states that you offer a course very similar
to the one in which I am interested. It is my hope that you will take
a few minutes to answer the enclosed questionnaire and return it to
me by December 1, 1964, in the enclosed self addressed envelope.

If time permits, I would appreciate any comments you may
have in the way of recommendations for an ideal plan. If for some
reason you do not wish to be quoted in any of your answers or state -
ments, please so indicate and the information will remain confidential.
Otherwise I will include your answers as part of the data in my research.

I will appreciate your help.

Sincerely,

Cynthia J. McPhail
Graduate Assistant, NTSU

Encl.
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QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING

VOCAL PEDAGOGY COURSE

Please check the appropriate spaces.

I. ADMINISTRATIVE AND INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

A. What class level(s) involved?

B. What students are required to enroll
in the course?

C. What students are allowed to elect the
course?

D. How many semester credit hours may
be earned for the course?

E. How many ttclock" hours does it meet
weekly in how many sessions?

Freshmen
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate

Voice Majors
(performance)

Voice Concentrations
(music education)

Other: _0-0__W

Voice Majors
(performance)

Voice Concentrations
(music education

Other:

Semester hours per semester___
Maximum allowed
Minimum required

No. of
Sessions

Hburs per
Session

Class
Observation
Supervised Teaching
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F. What percentage of the class time
stration or research?

C. What characteristics se

H. What equipment is need

is spent in lecture, demon-

Percentage:
1. Lecture:

a. regular professor
2. Demonstration:

a. regular professor
b. visitor
c. pupil participation

3. Reasearch:
a. oral reports
b. written reports

em desirable for a teacher of the course?
1. Performance Ability:

a. experienced or active performer
b. performer and/or artist teacher
c. neither
d. not an important factor
e. other:

2. Professional Position:
a. chairman of the voice department
b. major voice professor
c. tutor or fellow

(graduate assistant)
d. other: I__ __ __ _04 _ __oil

3. College Degree:
a. necessary minimum

(B.M., N.M., etc.)
b. not an important factor

4. Major emphasis;
a. private teacher
b. choral director
c. both
d. not an important factor
e. other:

ed? Mirrorsw-
Metronome
Tape Recorder
Piano
Records
Other:

I. Further comments on the ADMINISTRATIVE AND INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN.

additional space is needed, please use the back of the page.
If
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II. TECHNIQUES AND METHODS IN COURSE CONTENT

A. Which of the following are discussed class?
(After each of the topics please evaluate importance and
stress by indicating as follows:

A-Primary teaching point
B-Secondary value
C-Incidental mention)

Agility
.Anatomy

Articulation
Attack
Breathing
Dynamics
Ear Training

Diction
Consonants
Vowels
Freedom from tension

Head voice
How to study a song

, Interpretation

Musicianship
Posture
Range
Registers
Stage presence
Tone
Legato

B. Check the level
materials:

of importance of the following Vocal Pedagogy

Used as
Texts

1. Clippinger -The Clippinger
Class-Method of Voice Culture

2. Dunkley The Buoyant Voice
3. Emil-Behnke -The Technique of

Singing
4. Fields - Trainino the

Singing Voice
5. Granville - The Granville

Vocal Study Plan Workbook
6. Haywood - Universal Song
7. Marchesi -The Singer's

Catechism and Creed
8. Marafioti - Carusos Method

of Voice Production
9. Montell - Montell Vocal

Technique
10. Myer - The Vocal Instructor
11. Nicoll - Simplified Vocal

Training
12. Shaw and Lindsay - Educational

Voice Technique in Song and
Speech

13. Taylor - Group Voice
14. Wilson - The Solo Singer
15. Other:

Used as
Reference

Outdated or
Rejected
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C. List one or two items (collections, anthologies, song cycles,
etc.) which you feel are MOST important for students to become
familiar within a vocal pedagogy class,

1. Beginner:
6. Soprano

b. Alto

c. Tenor

d. Bass

2. Intermediate:
a. Soprano

b. Alto

c. Tenor

d. Bass

3. Advanced:
a. Soprano

b. Alto

c. Tenor

d. Bass

D. What is your preference of published vocalises?

Do you prefer unpublished vocalises?

Do you not use vocalises?

If there is any outline form, syllabus, ditto sheets of vocalises or any
other such material which you use for your course and would be available

to me, please so indicate.
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